TRUTH IN ANGLO-AMERICAN PROVERBS

Abstract: This study explores the notion of truth stored in a large corpus of Anglo-American old and contemporary proverbs. It demonstrates the potential of the theory of the cultureme as a research tool in linguoculturological studies. The application of this theory helps reveal a rich, unique, complex and multifaceted notion of truth, which is the fifth key cultural constant characterizing the American identity (after the transcendent (God), society and the world, the human being, and nature).
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Introduction

It is a truism that no two persons perceive truth (or any other basic concept) in exactly the same way. Still, there seems to be a unifying element, a common characteristic, a feature that is more pronounced and that seems to be more widely accepted in a given culture, and this quality, element, or sum of features, by virtue of its very existence exerts an enduring influence on past, present and future generations of people in this culture, making them perceive and think about this concept in a more or less uniform way. Yuriy Sergeyevich Stepanov (Stepanov 1997), who belongs to the steadily growing group of contemporary scholars dealing with this phenomenon, has coined the term [cultural] constants to describe the set of specific concepts that appear to best characterize a given culture.1 Such a cultural constant can be seen in the (more or less) (stereo)typical behaviour of most of its members, in the structure of their society, and certainly in the history, literature and the arts of generations of people who live together and share a common language and way of life. It can also be seen in the proverb lore of this people where it is stored and articulated in a systematic, engaging and memorable way. The English proverb ‘Truth lies at the bottom of the well’ is an example illus-
trating such a feature: its lively imagery and the associations it unlocks convey at once the idea of how difficult it is to attain truth but also how rewarding and lasting it is.

No nation lacks proverbs about truth, justice or wisdom and there seems to be a lot in common among the proverbs about truth of various nations. In fact, proverbs as a genre have been associated mostly with truth. This derives from their role as the authoritative voice of the people and its traditional wisdom, which embodies both truth and justice. It is however hard to distinguish among these three deeply related fundamental human concepts. From them, truth, although at first sight clear and simple, is especially elusive.

Truth as such has been in the center of attention of great thinkers and ordinary people alike since time immemorial. In the lines below, I will look at some of the approaches to defining this concept, which hopefully will throw some light on its extremely complex subject content, but before doing so it is good to begin with the dictionary definition of this very common English word. In English, according to Longman New Universal Dictionary (Longman 1982), the word truth has three closely related meanings (given in bold type below), of which the second meaning has four varieties, thus making the total number of meanings six:

truth, n, pl. truths:

1. sincerity, honesty
2. a (1) the state or quality of being true or factual (there's truth in what she says)
   a (2) reality, actuality (truth is stronger than fiction)
   a (3) often capital, Truth: a transcendent (e.g. spiritual) reality
   b a judgment, proposition, idea, or body of statements that is (accepted as) true (scientific truths)
3. conformity to an original or to a standard
   [...] The word truth derives from ME trouthe, which in turn derives from OE tréowth fidelity and is akin to OE tréowe faithful [...] .

This dictionary entry shows at a glance how the cluster of meanings of the word truth has evolved in the course of more than fifteen centuries to attain its present-day diversity. We see
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that *truth* in English now means sincerity and honesty (which is not the same as the etymological meaning of the original word in Old English, but is not entirely unrelated), something that is factual and real, absolute, transcendent and unchanging, as well as something corresponding fully to an original or to an agreed standard. Truth then is both objective (i.e., factual, absolute, unchanging), but also relative and subjective. To the ordinary English-speaking person, truth today may most often mean something that is self-evident and/or taken for granted. Truth is what is. The fact that it is raining outside, for example, is self-evident and therefore truthful. The fact that in order to make an omelet one has to break some eggs as the proverb ‘You can’t make an omelet without breaking eggs’ somewhat jokingly reminds us, is, again, self-evident, hence true. But there is also much about truth that is not so simple and clear. We can see some of this semantic complexity and controversy in a large number of well-known proverbs similar to the example quoted above (‘Truth lies at the bottom of the well’). This idea of truth for instance is conveyed by the widely familiar English proverb ‘All that glitters is not gold,’ which quite unequivocally denies the self-evidence of truth.

So, what is truth?

Apart from the ordinary everyday usage of the word truth and the reflections and observations on it stored in the proverb lore, the concept of truth is fundamental in the sciences and perhaps to a lesser degree in the arts and humanities. In the sciences, truth is generally thought to be attained via critical thinking (as opposed to reliance on authority), the scholarly method that has come to characterize the typical Western mindset. Originating from Plato’s understanding of “the true” (Gr. ἀληθές) as a most ennobling human virtue (together with “the beautiful” and “the good”) as well as from Aristotle’s logical category of “truthfulness”, critical thinking gave rise to the scientific method of seventeenth-century Europe, which in the course of time unfolded into a proliferation of scientific disciplines that came to form the specific logical, objective and pragmatic outlook on reality so typical of the West. Critical thinking places an emphasis on validated, factual, empirical and unbiased truth, on the kind of truth which can be observed, perceived by the senses and validated by experiment and/or logical reasoning. Here is what the seven-
teenth-century European thinker Francis Bacon (1908: 4-6), the British statesman and philosopher to whom we owe one of the most profound and convincing descriptions of the scientific method, wrote in 1612 in his famous book *Essays* about the nature of truth:

“... truth is a naked and open day-light, that doth not shew the masks and mummeries and triumphs of the world, half so stately and daintily [i.e., delicately, elegantly, gracefully – editor’s note] as candle-lights. Truth may perhaps come to the price of a pearl, that sheweth best by day; but it will not rise to the price of a diamond or carbuncle, that sheweth best in varied lights” (p. 4).

“... truth, which only doth judge itself, teacheth that the enquiry of truth, which is the love-making or wooing of it, the knowledge of truth, which is the presence of it, and the belief of truth, which is the enjoying of it, is the sovereign good of human nature” (p. 5).

“To pass from theological and philosophical truth, to the truth of civil business; it will be acknowledged even by those that practise it not, that clear and round [plain, downright, straightforward – editor’s note; honest, fair – R.P.] dealing is the honour of man’s nature; and that mixture of falsehood is like alloy [i.e. alloy, an inferior metal mixed with one of greater value – editor’s note] in coin of gold and silver, which may make the metal work the better, but it embaseth [debases – editor’s note] it” (p. 6).

In the passages above, truth is glorified as the most supreme of human virtues. Its greatest power lies in its ability to reveal the falsities and delusions of life very much like the daylight which lays everything bare and open. Truth is shown as a most supreme virtue inseparable from the good. And because it is a virtue, truth has to be practised daily in all spheres of social life in our dealings with others.

Apart from Bacon’s interpretation of truth, there also exists a variety of ways of reflecting on the less obvious and more hidden aspects of truth, which have been explored by philosophers of diverse schools as well as by linguists, logicians, semanticists
and theologians. Finally, there is the artistic, personal and subjective hypostasis of truth, that of the poets, writers, dramatists, painters, sculptors, architects, composers, singers, and dancers, but also the truth of the heart, which defies all logic or reasoning.

So far, there now seem to emerge three questions concerning truth. First, what is truth per se and how can it be defined; second, are there any different types of truth or just different interpretations of one single truth; and third, do different cultures view truth in their own specific (and perhaps vastly different) ways, or do they do that in the same way?

Among the twentieth-century Western philosophers of language, Ludwig Wittgenstein (1898-1951) has contributed vastly to the problem of “matching” language to truth. Here is how Robert P. Watson (Watson 1997: 363) summarizes Wittgenstein’s attempts to find a solution to this problem:

“Wittgenstein breaks language down into its basic forms. Propositions are thoughts that find expressions that can be perceived by the senses. The fundamental or simplest kind of propositions are “elementary propositions.” The world consists of facts, referred to by Wittgenstein as “atomic facts” or “states of affairs.” Meaningful propositions depict a reality of contingent facts. An elementary proposition merely asserts the existence of a state of affairs. As such, it is reflective of reality and cannot be contradicted by another elementary proposition. So, by discovering the logical form of propositions and identifying elementary propositions, one can discover the logical form or truth of states of affairs. Through the analysis of language, reality is discovered.”

Wittgenstein’s approach to truth is thus through delving into the logic of language. But now a question arises whether logic tells us all about truth.

Indeed, truth and logic seem to be very closely related. While commenting on freedom as a basic human value, for instance, the twentieth-century critic of totalitarianism George Orwell (1903-1950) proposes a short definition of truth, which in a similar way defines it as the recognition of a logically verifiable fact: ‘Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two make four.’ In another quotation Orwell tells of the preference of the
English people for truth, stating somewhat enigmatically (and ironically) that “[i]n England such concepts as justice, liberty and objective truth are still believed in. They may be illusions, but they are very powerful illusions” (Orwell). George Orwell thus admits that truth is logically identifiable and justifiable, that some nations (e.g., the English) are more inclined to value truth, but also that, paradoxically, truth may also be illusory – one more subtle hint pointing to its elusiveness.

A rather different interpretation of truth from the ones shown above can be found in the writings of the world-known European philosopher and scholar of culture of Russian origin Nikolay Berdyaev (1974-1948). Berdyaev’s (Berdyaev 1996) approach to truth does not only go beyond the visible and directly identifiable facts (which as we know may sometimes be perceived differently by different people), but also – and this is quite remarkable – beyond the logically inferred judgments:

“Truth is dynamic and not static. Truth is fullness that is never revealed in its completeness. Fanaticism has always implied that the part is the same as the whole and that there is no need to strive to attain fullness. This is why Jesus didn’t answer Pilate’s question “What is truth?” He was Truth, but Truth which had to be revealed in the course of the whole history of humanity. Truth that is anything but what corresponds to the knowledge of a reality external to man. Knowledge of truth is not the same as objectivity (emphasis added). Knowledge of truth is not an act of objectifying, i.e. alienating and detaching oneself [from what one observes]. Truth is primary, not secondary, i.e., it does not correspond to anything else. Ultimately, Truth is God and God is Truth. [...] Truth is not reality and it does not correspond to reality. It is the deepest meaning of reality, the highest quality and value of reality” (emphasis added).

In essence, Berdyaev’s conceptualization of truth echoes that of the Eastern Orthodox theologians, but he adds a strong scientific and philosophical slant to it. In his Ascetic Essays, St. Ignatiy Branchaninov (1807–1867), an Eastern Orthodox religious authority, writes that “The word of God – that is truth [...]:’
‘The Commandments of the New Testament – that is truth […]’. If you want to listen to the voice of sacred truth […], learn to read the Gospels: from them you will hear truth and you will see truth. Truth will reveal your fall and the shackles of the lie, the shackles of self-deception, which are tied around the soul of every man who has not been reborn through the Holy Ghost” (Branchaninov).

Truth in the framework of Eastern Orthodox Christian theology lies beyond the purely logical reasoning and comprehension. It is neither empirical nor rational, yet it is not unattainable: it can be revealed to the human soul through a special act of grace and only after a tremendous spiritual effort has been made by the individual.

The conceptualization of truth of sociologist Pitirim Sorokin (1889-1968) seems to encompass all of the above views. Set in the framework of his all-encompassing socio-cultural scheme, truth may be of three different types: ideational, sensate, and idealistic. Ideational truth is the truth of prophets, mystics and founders of religions. Because it is the truth of faith, it is perfect, absolute and ultimate; the sensate truth is the truth perceived through our senses, while the idealistic truth is a synthesis of the two other kinds of truth. While acknowledging the validity of the knowledge gained through sensual perception, the idealistic truth also embraces the validity of revelation and abstract thinking as a means to attaining realities of a higher and more abstract order. Sorokin probably rightly believes that his classification encompasses practically all of the answers to the question “What is truth?” hitherto given by the greatest thinkers of the world (Sorokin 2004: 74-75; Petrova 2012a).

The randomly selected examples above are taken from the sciences and the humanities. But it will be helpful to look at an example coming from an entirely independent source, a source which is not associated with any scholarly discipline or belief system, at least according to its author, the experimental psychologist Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1986), who throughout his long and productive life used to command great respect among the intellectual circles on both sides of the Atlantic. His book Commentaries of Living, like many of his other books and talks, is composed of meditative reflections on various subjects such as Self, Relationships, Fear, Action and Idea, Desire and Conflict,
Truth, etc., which were targeted at diverse audiences, from the scholarly and scientifically minded to the “spiritually” minded, from the strictly religious to the staunch unbelievers. Krishnamurti’s interpretation of truth strikes the reader with its attempt to transcend all logic (in the Western, Aristotelian sense), but also with proposing a way for attaining the ultimate reality not by thinking about it and articulating one’s thoughts in language, but by acquiring self-knowledge, which as he claims is the only means to experiencing truth directly. Although Krishnamurti has repeatedly denied his affiliation to any school of thought, the method he proposes appears to be very similar to that developed in Advaita Vedanta. It stresses self-knowledge as a starting point in the process of discovering truth, which entails removing all prejudice and conditioning and destroying the subject-object dualism:

“An acquisitive society, with its patterns and norms, is unbalanced. […] Balance is non-acquisitiveness. The idea of balance and non-balance is still within the field of thought and so cannot be the judge. Thought itself, the conditioned response with its standards and judgments, is not true. Truth is not an idea, a conclusion (emphasis added). Is God to be found by seeking him out? Can you search after the unknowable? To find, you must know what you are seeking. If you seek to find, what you find will be a self-projection; it will be what you desire, and the creation of desire is not truth. To seek truth is to deny it. Truth has no fixed abode; there is no path, no guide to it, and the word is not truth. […] When truth is sought, what is found can come only out of ignorance, for the search itself is born of ignorance. You cannot search out reality; you must cease for reality to be. […] Surely, without the understanding of oneself, the search for so-called reality is an escape from oneself. Without self-knowledge, the god that you seek is the god of illusion; and illusion inevitably brings conflict and sorrow. Without self-knowledge, there can be no right thinking; and then all knowledge is ignorance which can only lead to confusion and destruction. Self-
knowledge is not an ultimate end; it is the only opening wedge to the inexhaustible” (Rajagopal 1956: 46-47).

Truth, in other words, cannot be perceived logically, it can only be experienced after realizing profoundly the illusory nature of the self and its many projections and after overcoming the subject-object duality (which reminds us of Berdyaev’s understanding of truth quoted above). Truth is attained when the subject and the object merge completely and become one.

The examples above, scanty as they are, by illustrating several rather diverse approaches to truth show for one thing that the topic of truth is incredibly complex. We can certainly go on looking at more approaches, which will deepen and enrich our quest while making it more problematic, but at this point it seems reasonable to stop, take a stock of what has come up so far and limit ourselves to just “one type of truth”, the one that is found in the Anglo-American proverbs. In this paper, I will try to explore how truth is understood by the American people through their proverbs. As the investigation unfolds, there may crop up some clues taking us back to the approaches mentioned above or to some other, entirely new inroads into the essence of truth. But before embarking on the analysis of the proverb corpus we need to answer another important question: Can we rely on the proverbs’ authentic representation of life? Do proverbs as a genre describe reality truthfully?

Most proverbs are generalizations of folk philosophy, bits of traditional folk wisdom, nuggets of knowledge accumulated over centuries and even millennia. This knowledge has been tested, confirmed and again reconfirmed by generations of people in their day-to-day lives. Proverbs seem to have successfully stood the ravages of time, the trials and tribulations of history, the hazards of natural disasters. But do they always “tell it as it is”? Have their anonymous authors always perceived reality in the “correct” way? Aren’t these short one-sentence texts tainted, at least to some degree, by the subjectivity and bias of their authors, their passions and prejudices? Are these people’s judgments always right? Don’t proverbs ultimately give, at least to a certain degree, a distorted picture of reality?

Proverbs are part of language, of its phraseology (in the broader sense of the term) and also constitute a literary genre in
and of itself. Being a self-contained part of the verbal folklore they belong to literature. Their dual nature allows us to reformulate our initial question in another way: do language and literature represent reality truthfully?

As far as proverbs are concerned, the world-renowned proverb scholar Wolfgang Mieder’s (Mieder 2014a: 5) observation about their capacity to store, reveal and convey truth hits the nail right on the head:

“Proverbs certainly are not mere didactic bits of wisdom to be employed as generalized rules of life and behavior. Instead, they are communicative or rhetorical signs that put the entire human experience into formulaic and concise utterances to be repeated at the right moment as apparent truths. That does not mean that proverbs are universally true. In fact, they are as contradictory as life itself, but they are valid in certain situations (emphasis mine). And, of course, proverbs can be manipulated to express a new insight or simply to make them fit into a novel context. Such anti-proverbs often have an additional rhetorical value in that they juxtapose the traditional wisdom with an innovative alternative. In any case, proverbs are invaluable social signs that have a great strategic influence on all types of communication.”

Indeed, because of the prejudices and limitations of their authors, proverbs, or at least some of them, cannot be universally true. Imperfect as they are, however, yet they are the best strategic tools that can help us in our quest for truth and wisdom. Regarding the broader question of whether language and literature represent reality truthfully, we can recall the widely held agreement of which we are reminded in almost every book on language and linguistics. In summary, it tells us that the only way in which people can reason about reality, express their feelings and attitudes to it and exchange ideas and states of mind, is through employing their own natural languages. The implications of this are that although we, humans, are confined by the imperfections of language per se and by the specific limitations of our specific languages, still language is the only tool we have at our disposal to communicate and reflect about the world and ourselves. And, what complicates the problem even more, different languages
seem to represent different natural settings, different ways of life, different ways of thinking and feeling, and even different value systems. But these differences cannot rule out a certain common ground or shared domain (evidenced to a certain extent by the existence of the language universals). In Europe, the specific character of the different natural languages began to be explored in the 1930s by the German scholar of French background Leo Weisgerber, who succeeded in reviving the interest of some of his contemporary linguists in the work of the predecessor of anthropological linguistics and linguoculturology Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835) by studying the impact of the mother tongue (Muttersprache) on culture (see Weisgerber, B. 2000; Weisgerber 2004[1929]). Round about the same time, a similar interest in language as the repository of culture was revived across the Atlantic, which acquiring the shape of a new discipline, anthropological linguistics, developed by Franz Boas (1858-1942) and his followers. Anthropological linguistics “is concerned with the place of language in its wider social and cultural context, its role in forging and sustaining cultural practices and social structures” (Foley 2016: 251). “Culture – writes Franz Boas’s eminent student and co-worker Edward Sapir (1884–1939) – may be defined as what a society does and thinks” (Sapir 1921). The Russian linguoculturologist Grigoriy Valerievich Tokarev links the unity of language and culture with the concept of the inner form of language, developed in the early nineteenth century by Wilhelm von Humboldt. The basic premise of von Humboldt’s theory is that “the study of language must unfold together with that of the way of thinking of the people who speak it and of the culture in which they live. Von Humboldt regards language as an expression of the “spirit” of the people, of its “energy.” It is in language that the spiritual life of a nation finds its expression. The specific ways of thinking of the different peoples are best revealed in the form of their languages. Von Humboldt differentiates between an inner and an outer form of language. The inner form is the set of principles along which a particular language is organized. The outer form is the expression of these principles. Each language interprets the world in its own unique way. The languages are thus not specific designations of reality, rather, they are specific views of reality. A word [in a specific language] does not “reflect” the thing [it desig-
The word denotes a specific image of the thing (emphasis added). Every language forms a specific circle around the people who speak it and the only way to get out of this circle is to enter another one” (Tokarev 2009: 8). Or, as Edward Sapir (Sapir 1921) has so fittingly put it, “[l]anguage and our thought-grooves are inextricably interwoven, are, in a sense, one and the same.”

This idea has been explored further by a large number of linguists from diverse backgrounds. Following von Humboldt, Franz Boas, Eduard Sapir and Benjamin Lee Worf’s ways of reasoning, in her recent book *Imprisoned in English* the well-known Australian scholar of Polish origin Anna Wierzbicka (Wierzbicka 2014: 3) reiterates the idea of language as the mirror of culture: “As individuals, we often see things differently because we are different persons, with different interests, preoccupations, and assumptions. As speakers of different languages we see them differently because every language equips its speakers with a particular set of cognitive tools for seeing and interpreting the world. This applies both to the literally visible world of colors and light, and the “invisible” world of emotions, relationships, social structures, and mental life.”

As my own studies over the years show (Petrova 2002, 2004a, 2006, 2012a, 2014a, 2015a, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b), this observation is valid about proverbs as well.

**Thesis and Research Method**

The aim of the present study is to explore the cultural semantics of the Anglo-American proverbs about truth.

Various aspects of Americanism as stored in the proverb lore have been explored in great depth by a number of scholars among whom Wolfgang Mieder holds a most prominent place as the editor-in-chief and co-editor of the first two voluminous contemporary American proverb dictionaries, *Dictionary of American Proverbs*, DAP (1992), and *Dictionary of Modern Proverbs*, DMP (2012) and author of a long and outstanding series of articles, studies, and books (cf. Mieder 1989, 1993, 1997, 2000, 2001, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2012, 2014a, 2014b), to name but a few of Mieder’s colossal contributions to this vast theme. The present paper should be viewed as an extension of Wolfgang Mieder’s work as well as of my own D.Litt. Dissertation *Axiology of*
Americanism: a Linguocultural Study of Anglo-American Proverbs (Petrova 2016b, 2016c), which explores the first four great themes characterizing the American linguoculture – God (The Transcendent), Society and the World, the Human Being, and Nature. These four themes appear to be the most pronounced ones within a larger pool of twenty two culturally significant themes stored in the proverbs. They include Truth, Good and Virtue, Evil and Vice, Life and Death, Freedom, Happiness, Friendship, Love, Women, Children, Work, Wealth, Independence and Individualism, Knowledge and Wisdom, The Law of Reciprocity, The Law of Cause and Effect, and Victory and Success.

The aim of this study and its linguocultural character determine the method selected, which is the theory of the cultureme. The theory of the cultureme is discussed in full in my D.Litt. dissertation (Petrova 2016a, 2016b), while various aspects of it have been demonstrated in several other studies over the years (Petrova 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2004a, 2004b, 2006, 2007, 2010a, 2010b, 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c, 2013d, 2013e, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015d, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c, 2017, 2018; Petrova and Sabrieva 2013a, 2013b; Petrova and Denizov 2014a, 2014b; Petrova and Stefanova 2014, 2017; Petrova and Barakov 2017; Petrova 2018). This theory combines an axiological analysis of a proverb corpus with a linguocultural synthesis of the results obtained via the analysis. The analysis consists in breaking down the proverbs into their main and constituent culturemes, into arranging the latter thematically according to their semantic density in order to elicit the dominant culturemes (or themes) of the corpus. The linguocultural synthesis combines a historical-cultural commentary and a hermeneutical explanation of the proverb texts whose meanings and messages are not fully transparent and a summarized hermeneutical interpretation of the results elicited from the analysis.

The theory of the cultureme is grounded on the axiological aspect of cultural semantics, a field that is being developed by an ever-growing number of scholars of diverse backgrounds (cf. Huntson and Thompson 2001; Volf 2002[1985]; Martin and White 2005; Chekulay 2006; Kiertika 2008; Bednarek 2009; Panchev 2010; Bayramova 2011a, 2011b; Linguistics and Axiology 2011; Skvortsova 2012; Thompson and Alba-Huez 2014).
Martin and White (2005: 211) state that “in Bakhtin’s terms, texts are both ideological and axiological; […] In these terms, ideologically speaking a text unfolds as rationality – a quest for ‘truth’; axiologically it unfolds rhetorically – an invitation to community.” Halupo (2013: 239) on the other hand writes that each person’s image of the world incorporates and builds upon a specific image of the world that is shared by the other members of a given linguoculture; the same idea is reiterated by Hurford, Heasley, and Smith (2007: 63) and Chekulay (2006). Uryson (1996: 37) has coined the term naive encyclopaedia to describe this shared image, or “picture.” It is very important to stress that this image, or “picture”, has axiological characteristics, i.e., many of its building blocks are charged positively or negatively, and this is either explicit or implicit (e.g., in the form of a presupposition or inference). There are also neutrally charged elements, or building blocks of this image. A linguoculture is thus a specific system of appraisal of a large body of “portions” of verbalized or implied subject content at the centre of which lies a specific set of values and anti-values. This core overlaps with its most highly pronounced cultural constants (Stepanov 1997) and key words (Wierzbicka 1997, 2010). In contrast, scientific discourse is largely neutral. The general register of any natural language (which reflects the everyday life of the people and to a certain extent the literary works in this language as opposed to scientific discourse) is thus largely evaluative (Kietlita 2008). Evaluation is inherent to language, it is an intrinsic quality of language (Popova and Bokova 2012: 72; Skvortsova 2012).

The interest in the axiological aspect of language is by no means new. It first began to be explored in Antiquity by the Greek Stoics, who used to regard language not just as a unity of signs and their meanings, but as a triad of form, name, and value (Halliday 2003 [1977]: 35). Philosopher Samuel Hart writes about our intrinsic human instinct to evaluate everything we encounter in our everyday lives, relating it to a predetermined scale of values that corresponds to various degrees of gratification. The human being has thus always been a homo aestimans [i.e., an evaluating subject], to use the term of the existentialist philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey (Hart 1971: 29). The same idea is confirmed by Berdyaev, who states that ‘[m]an is basically a crea-
ture who evaluates and determines the quality of everything’ (Berdyaev 2006 [1951]: 60). This human predisposition finds its explicit and implicit expression in language.

The inherent evaluative nature of language can be seen in the culturemes that are embedded in its structural levels. The culturemes are the linguocultural units of language that are superimposed upon (or “run across”) its structural levels, forming another, specific, linguocultural level (Petrova 2004: 46). In this framework, evaluation and values are the most essential characteristics of culture whose other aspect is knowledge, i.e., a unique way of thinking about the world, of mapping it and naming it; indeed, as history abundantly shows, if a culture is stripped of the system of values that underlie and nourish it, of the anti-values it strives to overcome across generations of people, and of the prevailing “automatic” attitudes to these values and anti-values, it quickly disintegrates and dies. Appraisal is thus the essence and raison d’être of culture. The most significant bearer of cultural semantics in terms of the specific knowledge it stores and the message or messages it conveys is the text (Lotman 1991; Maslova 2001). It is indeed in a text, and mostly in precedent texts, that the highest number of culturemes is concentrated forming a hierarchical system. Paremias (proverbs and sayings), a special genre of one-sentence texts, are a treasure trove of a culture’s wisdom and knowledge, because since time immemorial they have been regarded as the best teachers of people in their everyday lives. Each true proverb puts across a message, which can be summarized in the form of a cultureme. Idioms, most of the phrases and all of the evaluative words and collocations in a language also contain explicit or implied (undeveloped, potential) culturemes. The cultural semantics of a text can be revealed and explained by the theory of the cultureme summarized in the twenty-two points below.

1. Each natural language stores, transmits and promotes the culture of the people who speak it. For example Bulgarian stores, transmits and promotes the culture of generations of Bulgarians who have inhabited a specific linguistic area that includes the territory of present-day Bulgaria.

2. A culture is a historically evolved, specific way of life of a large group of people, who have inhabited for generations a par-
ticular geographical area where they have been trying to survive and to adapt to it, to one another, and to their neighbours. Each culture gravitates around its own system of values, or axisphere. We can roughly compare the axisphere of a culture to the heart and brain of the human body.

3. **Culture is a distinctive characteristic of the human being, of groups of people, of the human community, and of mankind as such.** Plants and animals do not have culture. We can speak of culture only in relation to a human being but as long as he/she is a part of a larger whole – a group, a community, a people. Human beings cannot survive without culture: as examples of children who have spent the first years of their life in the wild in the company of animals instead of with other humans confirm, if they do not live in a culture, they lose their most essential human characteristics. Culture and community form an integral. There is no culture without a community, nor is there a true human community without culture.

4. **The integral of language and culture is like the two sides of a coin.** A linguoculture is a complex universe, a semi-axisphere of signs (in the wording of Jurij Lotman 2000) with their specific semantics and evaluation.

5. **The semantics of a large part of the language units** (words, phrases, proverbs, text fragments, texts, hypertexts, etc.) is for the most part expressive and/or evaluative. Examples are the positively charged English words ‘love,’ ‘joy,’ ‘beautiful,’ ‘sweet,’ or the negatively charged ones ‘monster,’ ‘evil,’ ‘hate,’ ‘stink.’ The same goes for positively charged phrases and collocations like ‘heartfelt thanks,’ ‘the cream of society,’ ‘little bitty baby,’ and negatively charged ones such as ‘hell,’ ‘hater,’ ‘a splitting headache,’ ‘a pain in the neck.’ All true proverbs are highly evaluative (e.g., ‘Knowledge is power,’ ‘Practice makes perfect,’ ‘Death squares all accounts,’ ‘Familiarity breeds contempt’). Larger texts, especially literary texts, are always evaluative (e.g., Byron’s poem *Prometheus*, Shakespeare’s tragedy *King Lear*, E. M. Forster’s novel *A Passage to India*). This holds good for the general register of a language: General English (Bulgarian, German, Russian) as a rule is for the most part expressive and evaluative, while the English of science and bureaucracy, as noted earlier, is not. However, not all language signs in General English are positively or negatively
charged. The pronouns (‘you,’ ‘we,’ ‘mine,’ etc.), the prepositions (‘down,’ ‘up,’ ‘on’), the numerals (‘five,’ ‘hundred,’ ‘first,’ ‘twentieth’), as well as large numbers of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs (‘tree’ ‘table,’ ‘road,’ ‘work,’ ‘exist,’ ‘make,’ ‘be,’ ‘spend,’ ‘large,’ ‘small,’ ‘rare,’ ‘frequently’ ‘late,’ ‘early’ ‘very,’ etc.) are neutral in terms of their denotative (dictionary) meanings, but they may acquire certain evaluative characteristics when used in specific contexts. The neutral linguistic items are also part of the linguoculture in that they testify to a particular way of dissecting and labelling reality. Language reflects both aspects of culture – culture as knowledge, and culture as evaluation.

6. Culture and thinking have a lot in common, but they are not one and the same thing. Thinking takes part mainly through language but also by means of the different kinds of logic, mathematical formulas, charts, figures, or various other symbols, which as a rule lack evaluation or expressiveness. A number raised to the power of two, the curved line, the sphere, or a trigonometric function, is neither good or bad, pleasant or ugly, acceptable or unacceptable, they are neutral. Thinking does not go along the same lines for all people. Part of it seems to be the same for all humans while part of it is culture-specific. Relations like A is true while B is false, A is up in relation to B which is down, the part is smaller than the whole, B follows from A, seem common to all humans. But many other notions and relations may be hard to grasp by an outsider to the culture in question. Examples are the different systems of numbering in the ancient civilizations (based on 6, 12, or 10), the different systems of measurement, the different types of money, the different ways of measuring the duration of time, the different kinship systems studied by anthropologists, etc. They are all grounded in their specific historical and geographical contexts.

7. Evaluation is always related to a certain language content. It is attached to it and is part of it. Evaluation cannot exist by itself, without an object. This is so because the act of evaluation presupposes a subject and an object, i.e., there must be a person who evaluates as well as something or somebody which this person evaluates. By evaluation is meant the act of applying to a given language content (meaning) the binary opposition of liking and disliking, praising or condemning, enjoying or rid-
iculing, accepting or rejecting, confirming or denying, or, in summary, a positive or a negative attitude. We could visualize the core of a linguoculture as a vast reservoir of such contents in the form of a large and very complex corpus of signs (words, phrases, texts and hypertexts), each one of which has been assigned a positive or a negative characteristic. The entire structure of a culture (its semiosphere) thus seems to encompass a core of evaluated concrete and abstract objects (its axiosphere) and a periphery of neutral ones.

8. A linguoculture is at once static and dynamic. It can be studied diachronically and synchronically, but although it is flexible and in a state of constant flux, a linguoculture is also comparatively timeless. This means that in the course of time many of its linguistic signs may change their form and meaning, but still there remains a stable core of elements which accounts for a certain degree of self-sufficiency, identity and uniqueness.

9. Value and evaluation in a linguoculture exist on several levels:
   – The first level is the denotative meaning of words: the dictionary meanings of a large number of words and phrases in a language can be inherently positive or negative (illustrated by the examples in section 5);
   – The second level is that of connotation. Some words may change their evaluative characteristics when used in specific contexts. Furthermore, some neutral words may acquire evaluative connotations. For example, the neutral adjective ‘black’ has a negative connotation in the phrase ‘black Monday,’ but a positive connotation in the phrase ‘Black Friday.’
   – The third level is that of modality as a basic characteristic of the sentence (utterance). Modality is the speaker’s or writer’s attitude to reality that is determined by the intention of the speaker (writer) of an utterance, i.e., by the kind of speech act. For example, if somebody says ‘It’s pretty hot in here, isn’t it?’, this utterance may sound like a complaint and thus imply criticism (i.e., be negatively charged), but it may also be a disguised request addressed to someone to open the window or turn on the air-conditioning, a statement used to fill in a gap in the conversation, or an concealed intention to change the subject of conversation. Modality is not the same as evaluation, but it presupposes some kind of accepting or rejecting something.
The fourth level is that of reception. A given text may be accepted or rejected by society (in general terms) during a certain period of time. If the culture has taken a totalitarian course and if it is a dictatorship, then certain texts may be banned or considered “harmful” to society. Then, with the change of political regime, the same texts may acquire an entirely different status. For example, during the communist regime in Bulgaria, the Bible was practically banned or at least considered backward, superstitious and unscientific reading by the ruling authorities and by large numbers of the population. With the change of the political regime on 10 November 1989, it almost overnight acquired its earlier status as a sacred book.

10. The cultural semantics of a linguistic sign can easily be established via the linguocultural approach and its continuation – the culturematic analysis. By linguocultural approach we mean the explication of the main cultureme and message of a certain language sign (text). The cultureme of a word or a phrase is an axiologically charged portion of language content. The main cultureme of a text takes the form of a noun or noun phrase which summarizes the meaning of the text, its focus and its evaluation. For example, the cultureme of the phrase ‘all fingers and thumbs’ is ‘clumsiness (–),’ that of the proverb ‘Don’t change horses in midstream’ is ‘an untimely change of plans (–),’ and that of William Wordsworth’s poem Daffodils is ‘the poet’s vivid recollections of the daffodils by the lakeside (+).’ The cultureme can be elicited with the help of the question ‘What entity does this text affirm or deny, what does it show as positive or negative?’ The shortest correct answer to this question is the verbal representation of the main cultureme.

11. The main cultureme of a text overlaps with its theme. The difference between them is that the cultureme is axiologically charged.

12. Texts store and transmit four kinds of culturemes: simple (elementary), complex (made up of elementary ones), main, and explanatory. The proverb ‘Enough is as good as a feast’ has two elementary culturemes, ‘sufficiency (+)’ and ‘feast (+),’ and one complex cultureme, ‘temperance (+),’ which is not stated, but which can be inferred; it is also the main cultureme of the proverb. The explanatory cultureme will be explained in section 16 below.
13. The figurative paremias (like all other figurative texts such as fables, riddles, tales, myths, legends, poems, etc.) have a surface and a deep structure, while in those which state their message directly these two structures merge. The proverb ‘It’s better to give than to receive’ is an example of the latter type, while in the metaphorical proverb ‘Mighty oaks from little acorns grow’ the images of the little corn and the big oak into which it grows convey the idea that many great things have humble beginnings. This idea is the definition of the proverb, its explanation and true meaning. Similarly, in the case when some stylistic devices (e.g., hyperboles, litotes, understatement, simile, irony, sarcasm, etc.) are used, the deep structure of the text, i.e., its definition/explanation, is explicated via the same process of semantic transformation (cf. Voigt 1978: 232; Permyakov 1988: 20-21; Tarlanov 1993: 174; Grigas 2002: 156; Paducheva 1984). This is done by rendering the meaning of the text in neutral and factual language, i.e., by stripping the text of its imagery and expressiveness and by reducing it to a neutral, expressionless, impersonal statement. Thus the proverb ‘No good deed remains unpunished,’ which is built on hyperbole (we know from experience that in life some good deeds are rewarded), has to be “translated” into neutral language in order for the true meaning to be found. The question we need to put in such cases is ‘What does this proverb actually mean?’ Knowing that the hyperbole has probably been employed to express the strong disappointment felt by a person who has often received ingratitude instead of gratitude for his/her numerous acts of kindness, it can be inferred that the proverb’s explanation is ‘We often receive ingratitude from the people to whom we have been most kind.’ The answer to the question for the cultureme ‘What entity does this text affirm or deny, what does it show as positive or negative?’ will thus be ‘ingratitude’ with a minus sign attached to it, i.e., ‘ingratitude (–).’

14. Proverbs, like all texts, have messages. The message is the focus of the proverb as an illocution, the lesson it teaches, the practical conclusion it states or suggests. Messages can be put across directly, as in ‘Do as you would be done by,’ ‘After dinner sleep a while, after supper walk a mile,’ ‘Though the sun shine, leave not your cloak at home,’ etc., or indirectly, as in the proverb ‘Hidden life, happy life,’ which promotes a quiet exist-
ence away from public attention by merely stating this idea, or in ‘Lilies don’t spring from thistles,’ a figurative metaphorical proverb, which through employing transparent images warns us not to expect proper behaviour from a person who comes from a bad family. To explicate the true message of a proverb, we need to put the question ‘What does this text advise us to do/not to do, or to be/not to be?’

15. **In order for the sign of the cultureme to be verified, we need to compare it with the positive or negative attitude to the entity commented by the proverb text and stated or implied by its message.** In some cases the sign is not so transparent. One such example is the proverb ‘No good deed remains unpunished’ quoted above. Its surface structure is a statement of the bitter conviction that in life the good and kindly people are always punished by those who benefit from them. But, as stated earlier, we know from experience that many good deeds are appreciated and rewarded. Which is the true meaning of the proverb then? It obviously deals with gratitude and ingratitude, but does it promote refraining from doing good deeds? Judging from the surface structure of the text, the proverb advises us exactly this: not to expect recognition or reward for our acts of kindness, which means that good and compassionate people should simply stop acting kindly to others if they don’t want to suffer. But if we **take into account the intention behind the hyperbole, then the message would be different.** By implying that ungratefulness bitterly hurts the feelings of others, the proverb actually suggests that such bad behaviour should be avoided. Hence the true message, ‘This proverb advises us not to be ungrateful’ and the negative sign of the main cultureme, ‘ingratitude (–).’

16. There is one more cultureme that can be elicited after articulating the definition of the proverb – **the explanatory cultureme.** It is imbedded in the main cultureme. For example, in the proverb ‘Truth never perishes,’ the main cultureme, ‘truth (+)’ incorporates in its semantic content its explanatory cultureme ‘the eternal truth (+).’ The explanatory cultureme is the nominalized definition of the proverb, i.e., its true meaning, and its axiological characteristic. The explanatory cultureme of the proverb quoted in section 15 will thus be ‘the fact that people can often be ungrateful to those who do them good (–).’ This explanation is contained in the theme of the proverb, ‘ingrati-
tude,’ but it gives some specific knowledge within the confines of this broader theme (the knowledge that people can often be ungrateful to their benefactors). There may be numerous other proverbs (or other texts) that belong to the same theme, which all build up its specific hierarchical structure, in which the sub-themes contributing to the main theme are arranged according to their order of priority, i.e., some will appear to be dominant, while others will occupy the periphery of the thematic field.

17. Sometimes the definition (explanation, meaning) of the proverb can be elicited fully only via explicating its presupposition(s). One such example is the proverb ‘Thinkers are as scarce as gold.’ Its meaning can be rendered in the neutral statement ‘Thinkers are very scarce among people.’ This statement implies three presuppositions: 1. People must be able to think; 2. The people who can think are valuable because they possess a rare positive quality; and 3. It is really bad that the people who can think are so few. These presuppositions underlie the two explanatory culturemes of the proverb, ‘the great value of the people who can think (+),’ and ‘the great scarcity of people who can think (–),’ but they can be elicited only if the first presupposition, ‘People must be able to think,’ is taken into account.

18. The cultural semantics of an individual proverb (or any other literary text) is thus made up of its main cultureme(s) and message(s), the elementary and complex culturemes that construct its main cultureme(s), and its explanatory cultureme(s).

19. The linguocultural synthesis involves a hermeneutical commentary of the proverb texts that are not fully transparent. Its main objective is to get as close to the truth they express, and that is closely related to the dynamics of their reception. The latter is necessary for determining the illocutionary power of the proverb which often varies with time and the political regimes.

20. The next stage of the linguocultural synthesis is the application of a hermeneutical approach to the subgroups that build up the larger thematic groups of proverbs and finally to the whole corpus under study. It combines a semantic, historical, cultural, and political commentary of the proverb hyper-text as a whole.
21. The themes and culturemes of a hypertext make up a structure where each element is related to the rest and impacts the whole system. Their hierarchical arrangement is a mirror of the linguoculture under study, an image of the axiosphere of the people who speak this language. The position of the themes and culturemes in this hierarchical structure is determined by their semantic density, i.e., the number of language signs that belong to the same theme or that denote the same cultureme. The greater the semantic density, the more culturally prominent and significant the theme or cultureme in the culture under study.

22. The dominant themes and culturemes represent the cultural constants of the linguoculture in question, while the peripheral ones are an important addition to its main characteristics. Taken as a whole, this hierarchical structure also characterizes the average representative of this linguoculture i.e., the American, English, Russian, Bulgarian, German, Hungarian, Turkish, Japanese, Korean etc. linguocultural person.

Selection of the Proverb Corpus
The hypertext of Anglo-American proverbs about truth totals 211 texts. It exhausts the whole thematic field Truth in the corpus of approximately 17,000 proverbs contained in the sources. Most of the proverbs about truth are taken from the two large dictionaries of American proverbs, Dictionary of American Proverbs (DAP, 1992), which contains roughly 14,000 lemas, and Dictionary of Modern Proverbs (DMP, 2012), which contains 1,422 lemas and a much smaller number of sentences was excerpted from the additional sources: Yankee Wisdom. New England Proverbs (YankeeWisdom, 2001), The Facts on File Dictionary of Proverbs (Manser, 2002, 2007) and Oxford Concise Dictionary of Proverbs, 4th ed. (OxfConsDictProv, 2003) as well as from several online collections of American proverbs listed in section Proverb Sources below. Thorough research has been carried out for checking the meanings (definitions) of the texts which were not transparent, but let it be stressed that sometimes meanings can be very dynamic and often change with time. In some unclear cases (where there was no context), the meaning was inferred from the thematic group to which the proverb had been assigned by the authors/editors of the diction-
The precise wording of the proverb definition is important for the verbalization of the explanatory cultureme, which helps place a proverb in a certain thematic subgroup. The total number of the explanatory cultureme(s) contained in the thematic group “Truth Proverbs” (the number of the former slightly exceeds that of the proverb texts since a few of them have more than one main or explanatory cultureme) helps determine the relative position of the theme “truth” in the axiosphere of American culture. Similarly, the semantic density of the subgroups within the truth proverb group is reflected in the number of explanatory culturemes contained in their constituent proverbs. As we shall see, the comparison of the total number of positive and negative explanatory culturemes of the hypertext points to an almost wholly positive attitude to truth as such.

The culturematic analysis has yielded thirty thematic subgroups. They exhaust the whole subject content (semantics) of the notion of truth stored in the American proverb lore. The sub-themes are arranged progressively along a cline according to the semantic density of their explanatory culturemes. According to the theory of the cultureme those with the highest semantic density (they occupy the leading positions) characterize the most dominant values within the thematic field of truth that is part of the American axiosphere. They are followed progressively by the less pronounced ones. As will be seen below, some of the sub-themes occupy the same position (are represented in the same number of culturemes), which is an indication of their identical cultural significance.

In the analysis below, the abbreviation ‘cult.’ stands for ‘explanatory cultureme(s)’ and the word ‘Presupposition’ is used in the cases where the meaning can be explained fully only after taking into account its implicit aspects as well. ‘Prov.:’ stands for ‘proverb(s).’ The sentence next to the original proverb text presents the meaning (definition, explanation) of the proverb. Next to it is placed its explanatory cultureme. The number of culturemes given at the end of each subtitle is the total sum of the positive and the negative culturemes constituting the thematic subgroup.

The analysis below shows all the proverbs about truth found in the sources together with the proverb variants and synonyms. If the wording of the variant is too different from that of the
proverb from which it derives, the variant is counted as a separate text. Synonyms and variants are seen as additional contributions to the semantic density of a particular proverb since their very existence shows that the idea put across by the first proverb has caught the attention of the public so that it went on using the proverb more often and created more similar texts in the process. The culturemes placed in square brackets belong to other thematic fields but are also mentioned (without being counted) for the sake of completeness.

Although the quantitative assessment of cultural significance can of course be neither final nor absolute, quantity as an indication of certain qualities or trends offers reliable guidelines for conducting further research with more data involved, which should lead to an even higher degree of accuracy and conclusiveness.

Linguocultural Analysis of the Proverb Corpus

1. The invincibility and endurance of truth – 24 prov. / 24 cult. = 24 (+)

Truth shall conquer all (DAP), ‘Truth is more powerful than everything else.’ Cult.: truth, which is more powerful than anything else (+);

Truth is mighty and (it) will prevail (DAP), ‘Truth is powerful and always triumphs.’ Cult.: truth, which is powerful and always triumphs (+);

Truth (The truth) will (always) prevail (DAP), ‘Truth is powerful and always triumphs.’ Cult.: truth, which is powerful and always triumphs (+);

Truth is mightier than the sword (DAP), ‘Truth is more powerful than physical strength.’ Cult.: the superiority of truth over physical strength (+);

Truth never perishes (DAP), ‘Truth lives forever and is eternal.’ Cult.: the eternal truth (+);

There’s nothing that keeps its youth but a tree and truth (DAP), ‘Truth is indestructible, attractive and always in its prime.’ Cult.: the indestructibility and youthful attractiveness of truth (+).

Truth never grows old (DAP), ‘Truth’s qualities never diminish with time.’ Cult.: the endurance and vigour of truth (+).
Appearance passes away (Appearances pass away), truth abides (DAP), ‘Appearances are transient, while truth endures and is permanent.’ Cult.: the endurance and permanence of truth (+); [the transient nature of appearances (–)].

A lie stands on one leg, truth on two (DAP), ‘A lie cannot endure for long, while truth persists.’ Cult.: the endurance and permanence of truth (+); [the transient nature of lies (–)].

Truth crushed to earth, will rise again (DAP), ‘With time, the truth that has been denied, hidden or distorted for long is always revealed and learned by all.’ Cult.: the invincibility and endurance of truth (+);

Though malice may darken truth, it cannot put it out (DAP), ‘Wicked people can obstruct and suppress truth, but they cannot destroy it.’ Cult.: the powerlessness of the wicked people to completely obstruct and suppress truth (+);

Truth creeps out of the ground (DAP), ‘Suppressed, denied and distorted truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent revelation of suppressed truth (+);

The truth will out (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth (+);

The truth will come to light (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth with time (+);

Truth and oil always come to the top (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth (+);

Time will reveal all things (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth with time (+);

Time brings (will bring) everything (truth) to light (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the end.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth with time (+);

Time (alone) will show (tell) (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the course of time.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth with time (+);

Time (alone) (Only time) will show (will disclose all things) (DAP), ‘Truth is always revealed in the course of time.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of truth with time (+);

Truth is truth to the end of the reckoning (DAP), ‘Truth is finally revealed.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of the truth about something (+).

Murder will out (DAP), ‘The murderer will most certainly be found out.’ Presupposition: A murder is secretly committed by
an unknown perpetrator. Cult.: the imminent discovery of the truth about the secretly committed murder and its perpetrator (+).

Wicked deeds will not stay hid (DAP), ‘The truth about the wicked deeds will certainly be revealed.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of the truth about certain wicked deeds (+).

What goes on in the dark must come out in the light (DAP), ‘The truth about the wicked deeds will certainly be revealed.’ Cult.: the imminent discovery of the truth about certain wicked deeds (+).

There is nothing covered that shall not be revealed, nor hidden that shall not be known (DAP) ‘The truth about some hidden wicked deeds and their perpetrators will certainly be revealed’

Presupposition: Someone has committed something bad which he/she wants to keep secret. Cult.: the imminent discovery of the truth about some secret bad deeds (+).

The most dominant thematic sub-group in the Anglo-American proverbs about truth bears the cultureme the invincibility and endurance of truth (+) and is made up of 24 texts containing 24 explanatory culturemes related to truth. They are all positive, which is an indication of the great esteem in which this property of truth has been held by generations of Americans from all walks of life. Its subject content has a clearly outlined semantic core and a periphery. The semantic core is characterized by the dominant cultureme the imminent discovery of truth (+). It is represented by the largest number of proverb texts (13). The periphery is made up of four less pronounced culturemes: the endurance of truth (+) (in four texts), the power of truth (+) (in four texts), its eternal nature (+) (in one text), its indestructibility and youthful attractiveness (+) (in one text), and the inability of the wicked to obstruct and suppress truth (+) (in just one text). As a hypertext in its own right, this top subgroup puts across the optimistic message that the indestructible, all-powerful, eternal, lasting and enduring truth always comes to light regardless of all overt or covert attempts and intentions on the part of evil people to abuse, deny, conceal or suppress it.

2. The great value of truth – 17 prov. / 17 cult. = 17 (+)

Truth is a rare commodity (DAP). This proverb compares truth to a commodity which is highly prized implying that truth can be
of enormous practical benefit. *Cult.:* the great practical benefits of truth (+).

*Truth is a useful idea* (DAP), ‘Truth can be of practical benefits.’ This proverb complements the previous one by stating literally the obvious benefits of practising truth. *Cult.:* the practical benefits of truth (+).

*The truth is better than a lie* (DAP). This proverb statement is a truism, and truisms are facts taken for granted and recognized by all. The fact that this truism is also an established proverb comes to show that some truths have to be recalled and reaffirmed regularly lest they get forgotten by the new generations. *Cult.:* the supremacy of truth over a lie (+).

*There is no lie spun so fine, through which the truth won’t shine* (DAP), ‘No matter how clever the lie, one will always be drawn to the truth it is trying to suppress or conceal.’ The proverb suggests that the intrinsic value of truth exerts an enormous power on people, a power which surpasses that of even the most cunning and attractive of lies. *Cult.:* the supremacy of truth to even the most cleverly devised lie (+).

*Truth always brings division between right and wrong* (DAP). *Cult.:* the innate property of truth to help people separate right from wrong (+).

*(The) Truth shall make you free* (DAP), ‘Only the truth of Jesus Christ can make a man free.’ *Cult.:* the truth of Jesus Christ, which is the only road to freedom (+).

*Truth has no confines* (DAP), ‘Truth cannot thrive in an atmosphere of suppression, it needs complete freedom.’ This implies that truth wouldn’t exist in an environment of duplicity, coercion, (political) propaganda, or any other kind of falsity. Truth needs complete freedom in order to exist. *Cult.:* the innate property of truth to transcend limits and be completely free (+).

*There is nothing so kingly as kindness and nothing so royal as truth* (DAP). ‘Truth and kindness are most supreme virtues.’ *Cult.:* the supremacy and magnificence of truth (+); [the equal supremacy of kindness (+)].

*Without truth there can be no virtue* (DAP), ‘Virtue can only thrive in an environment of truthfulness, openness and sincerity.’ This proverb teaches that only the truthful, open and sincere person can be virtuous and that virtue cannot be practiced in an en-
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vironment of suppression, delusion or self-deception. *Cult.*: truth, openness and sincerity as conditions for virtue (+).

**True worth is in being, not in seeming** (DAP), ‘The true dignity of a person is inseparable from his/her authentic feelings and behaviour.’ This proverb once again draws a dividing line between authenticity and falsity or pretence. *Cult.*: the true value of man, i.e., his dignity, which consists in being authentic and not in seeming or pretending (+).

**True worth is in being, not in seeming; in doing, not in dreaming** (DAP), ‘The true dignity of a person is inseparable from his authentic feelings, behaviour and also deeds.’ This proverb draws a dividing line between authenticity and false pretence as well as between acting (doing) and fantasizing about acting or just wishing to act. *Cult.*: the true value of the human being, i.e., his/her dignity, which consists in being authentic and not in seeming or pretending to be someone else, in doing and not in dreaming and fantasizing about acting or only wishing to act (+).

**Truth is the spring of heroic virtue** (DAP), ‘Truth is the foundation for, and a condition of, heroic virtue.’ The proverb states that heroism is inseparable from truth, further implying that liars and cheats can never be heroes. *Cult.*: truth as the foundation for, and condition of, heroic virtue (+).

**Truth is the basis of all excellence** (DAP), ‘Truth is the condition of perfection and excellence.’ Another property of truth is that those who follow it achieve excellence in everything they do. *Cult.*: truth as the condition of perfection and excellence (+).

**Beauty is truth, truth is beauty,** ‘Beauty and truth are inseparable.’ This famous dictum of the English Romantics stresses on the Platonic unity of the logical and aesthetic perception of the beauty-and-truth integral. It states that the truthful can never be ugly or repulsive and implies further that ugliness is a sure indication of falsity. Thus it seems to refute the message of the proverbs warning against the misleading and deceptive nature of good looks, unless by beauty is meant inner beauty (of the character, of the soul, of one’s principles, etc.). *Cult.*: truth as equal to beauty (+); beauty as equal to truth (+).

**The ideal is but the truth at a distance** (DAP), ‘What we perceive as truthful is the ultimate, perfect and eternal ideal.’ This philosophical proverb is an allusion to some basic tenets in Pla-
to’s teaching and Kant’s philosophy. It relates truth to the ideal implying that ideals, which by definition are timeless, eternal and perfect, are much more true and real than their tangible and transient manifestations in people’s everyday lives. Cult.: the perfect and timeless ideal as the truth “seen” from a distance (+).

Truth is the gate of justice (DAP), ‘Truth is a condition for justice.’ This proverb states the obvious fact that truth and justice are inseparable and, by implication, that liars and cheats cannot be just and fair. Cult.: truth as the condition for justice (+).

The truth of the soul is in the spirit (DAP), ‘The true essence of the soul has a spiritual foundation.’ A more exhaustive and profound interpretation of this proverb would require an in-depth theological analysis of the soul-and-spirit relationship. Cult.: the true essence of the soul, which is to be found in its connectedness to the spirit (+).

The second dominant thematic subgroup of Anglo-American proverbs about truth promotes the cultureme the great value of truth (+). Its semantic density is quite high: it is shown in 17 texts, whose 18 explanatory culturemes are all positive. In terms of content, this complex cultureme unites diverse philosophical, theological, aesthetic, and literary aspects of truth, which show it as perfect, supreme and absolute. Truth makes us moral human beings (we become capable of distinguishing right from wrong); it is a highly beneficial commodity which enhances the quality of our everyday life, but is also related to entirely abstract concepts like the soul and the spirit. Truth is inseparable from fundamental cultural values like freedom, justice, dignity, heroism, beauty, excellence, magnificence, greatness, perfection (e.g., the ideal) and authenticity. Two proverbs compare it to the lie only to stress its unquestionable supremacy. The single biblical proverb in the group stresses the most important condition for attaining ultimate freedom and truth – the personal relationship with Jesus Christ.

3. The truthful, honest and just person – 14 prov. / 14 cult.
   = 6 (+) + 8 (–)

A prophet is without honor in his own country (DAP). This biblical proverb telling about the invariably tragic fate of the prophets in the times of the Old Testament now has a much broader application: the prophet means anyone telling the truth, any hon-
The person telling the truth is rarely respected by his friends, family, co-workers, or fellow-countrymen. *Cult.*: the lack of respect shown to the honest person by his social and family environment (−). Below are three variants of this proverb.

*A prophet is not without honor, save his own (save in his own country)* (DAP). *Cult.*: the lack of respect to the honest person in his own environment (−).

*A prophet is not without honor, save in his own country and in his own house* (DAP). *Cult.*: the lack of respect to the honest person in his own environment (−).

*No man is a prophet in his own country* (DAP). *Cult.*: the lack of respect to the honest person in his own environment (−).

*Truth seeks no corners* (DAP), ‘The open and honest person does not hesitate, dissemble, lie or conceal the truth.’ *Cult.*: the truthfulness, openness and straightforwardness of the honest person (+).

*Truth may be blamed, but never shamed* (DAP), ‘The truthful and honest person may easily fall victim to false accusations, but he/she will never lose his/her dignity.’ *Cult.*: the indestructible dignity of the honest and truthful person (+).

*Some people have tact, others tell the truth* (DAP). *Presupposition*: Being tactful is the same as being a liar. ‘Honest people tell the truth while the so called tactful people tell lies.’ *Cult.*: the honest person who always speaks the truth (+); [the so called tactful person who often resorts to lying (−)].

*Truth finds foes where it makes none* (DAP), ‘The honest and truthful person can easily turn others into his/her enemies.’ *Presupposition*: It is truly tragic that good, honest and well-meaning people should so easily turn others into their enemies by telling them openly some truths that are hard to accept. *Cult.*: the unfortunate propensity of honest people to easily turn others into their enemies by telling them openly some bitter truths (−).

*Flattery begets friends, but the truth begets enmity* (DAP). *Presupposition*: It is truly tragic that people who flatter others should beget friends, while truthful and honest people tend to turn others into enemies. *Cult.*: the tragic propensity of the truthful and honest person to easily turn people into enemies (−); [the ironic propensity of the flatterer to make friends so easily and quickly (−)].
Truth gives a short answer, but lies go round about (DAP). ‘Honest people give short and clear answers, while liars speak long trying to confuse others and obfuscate the truth.’ Cult.: the honest person, who speaks to the point (+); [the liar, who speaks a lot and in a manner meant to confuse and mislead his/her victim (−)].

Truth fears nothing but concealment (DAP), ‘Honest people are only afraid when others hide the truth.’ The honest people can suffer only when others twist the truth; in an honest and open environment they have nothing to fear. Cult.: the concealment of truth, which is the only danger for the truthful and honest person (−).

Truth fears (needs) no colors. Infn.: Truth fears no enemy (DAP), ‘Honest people are not afraid of enemies.’ Presupposition: Honest people are very good fighters who are never afraid to stand by their principles. Cult.: the indomitable fighting spirit of the truthful and honest person (+).

The man who fears no truth has nothing to fear from lies (DAP), ‘The person who is not afraid of truth, is not afraid of lies either.’ Cult.: the indomitable fighting spirit of the truthful and honest person when attacked by liars (+).

The greater the truth, the greater the libel (DAP), ‘The greater a deed is, the greater the hatred and envy it attracts.’ Cult.: the tragic fact that a truly great exploit always attracts great hatred and envy (−).

Like the previous leading thematic subgroups, the proverb subgroup describing the honest person has a high semantic density – 14 texts and 14 culturemes, of which the negative ones predominate (8 negative to 6 positive). Its content is varied and diverse. The positive character traits like the great courage, indomitable fighting spirit and deep and unchanging love of truth make the honest person look like a hero. But such a person is also very vulnerable. He/She is not respected by those close to him and can be often blamed for lack of tact, he/she easily turns others into bitter enemies, his/her great exploits attract envy and hatred instead of love and admiration, and he/she is often forced to survive in an environment of hatred and suspicion dominated by flatterers and liars. Honest people lead heroic but tragic lives of loneliness, isolation and opposition.
4. **The empirical and factual nature of truth** – 14 prov. / 14
cult. = 13 (+) / 1 (–)

*Experience is the first path to truth* (DAP), ‘Truth is based on experience, i.e., we learn certain truths through practice and while living our everyday lives rather than from books.’ *Cult.*: practical everyday experience as the surest road to truth (+).

*Facts are stubborn things* (DAP), ‘Facts are solid, real, true, and very important and we must accept them even if we don’t like them. It is impossible to argue with facts and hence useless to deny them.’ *Cult.*: the objective reality and ultimate importance of facts (+).

*One fact is stronger than a dozen texts or pretexts* (DAP). *Presupposition*: The explanations and interpretation of facts can be misleading. ‘Objective facts are far more important than explanations, which may often be biased and misleading.’ *Cult.*: the supremacy of objective facts over biased and misleading explanations (+).

*Facts are better than theories* (DAP). *Presupposition*: Theories can be misleading. ‘Objective and truthful facts are far superior to theories, which may be incorrect and misleading.’ *Cult.*: the supremacy of the objective facts over theories that may be incorrect and misleading (+).

*Facts do not cease to exist because they are ignored* (TG), ‘Objective facts exist whether or not there is a knowing subject acknowledging their reality.’ This basic philosophical tenet of objective materialism is in direct opposition to the view maintained by subjective idealists who propose that reality per se does not exist, but it is people with their subjective powers (consciousness, thinking, will, emotions, perceptions, knowledge, memory etc.) who are creating it. *Cult.*: the ultimate reality of facts regardless of the presence or absence of a knowing subject (+).

*A single fact is worth a shipload of argument* (DAP). *Presupposition*: Arguments are subjective and can be misleading and confusing. ‘Objective facts are far more important than subjective and biased arguments.’ *Cult.*: the supremacy of objective facts over arguments that can be biased and subjective (+).

*A thousand probabilities do not make one truth* (DAP). *Presupposition*: Probabilities may be incorrect. ‘Objective facts are far more important than probabilities, which may be incorrect.’
Cult.: the supremacy of objective facts over probabilities that can be potentially incorrect (+).

No ideal is as good as a fact (DAP) Presupposition: The ideal as a figment of the human imagination is subjective and hence potentially untrue. ‘Objective facts are far more important than ideals, which may often be detached from the truth.’ Cult.: the supremacy of objective facts over ideals that can be too detached from reality (+).

Facts are facts (DAP), Facts are objective, real, truthful, indisputable and must be accepted such as they are, because nothing and nobody can change them.’ Cult.: the solid and unquestionable reality of facts (+).

Facts don’t lie (DAP). Presupposition: Opinions may lie and mislead. ‘Facts are real and truthful, while opinions may lie and mislead.’ Cult.: the solid and unquestionable reality of facts (+); [the questionable truthfulness of opinions (−)].

Figures don’t (won’t) lie (DAP). Presupposition: Descriptions, impressions and opinions may be incorrect. ‘Figures and data are real and truthful, while descriptions, impressions and opinions may be incorrect.’ Cult.: the solid and unquestionable reality of figures and data (+); [the questionable truthfulness of descriptions, impressions and opinions (−)].

To ignore the facts of history is to repeat them (DAP). Presupposition: History is full of tragic events, which should serve as lessons for future generations. ‘Forgetting the hard lessons of history invariably results in repeating the same or similar tragic mistakes.’ Cult.: the ignoring of the hard lessons of history, which leads to repeating the same mistakes and creating new tragic realities (−).

Pictures don’t lie. P.A. Presupposition: A person, when presenting or introducing himself/herself, may want to withhold some truths about himself/herself. ‘A picture however presents the person in the most truthful and realistic way.’ Cult.: the picture of a person, which presents him/her in the most truthful and realistic way (+).

What you see is what you get. P. A. This proverb comes from the computer jargon and is related to the practice of printing. It originally warned that when we want to print a document, the printer would reproduce exactly what we see on the screen. The figurative meaning is that truth is often quite literal, simple, ob-
vious and factual, that it cannot be denied or made different and that in some cases there is nothing else but this obvious truth. It is based on the presupposition that appearances usually conceal the truth (as stated in many other proverbs). *Cult.*: the apparent, obvious, simple and complete truth about something (+).

The fourth leading subgroup of Anglo-American proverbs about truth shares the same position as the preceding subgroup and hence has the same cultural significance. It presents truth from the perspective of objective materialism, i.e., from a factual and empirical viewpoint. It is made up of 14 proverb sentences that put emphasis on facts (including figures, pictures, and what we see on the computer screen) rather than on their interpretations. Its 13 explanatory positive culturemes show facts as far superior to opinions, desires, interpretations, explanations, probabilities, theories and even arguments, which are ascribed the property of “potentially untrue.” There is only one negative cultureme and it does not deny the importance of facts but condemns the lack of attention to historical facts. This subgroup very well demonstrates the “cult” of the fact so typical of the “Anglo” mindset (Wierzbicka 2010).

5. **The hidden nature of truth and deceptive nature of appearance – 13 prov. / 15 cult. = 2 (+) + 13 (–)**

*All that glistens is not gold* (P. L.), ‘Not everything or everybody that looks good or is perceived by others as valuable is truly good or valuable.’ The example given by P. Lawrence to illustrate the proverb’s meaning is “Money and wealth are not the most valuable things in life. There are other things just as valuable such as one’s family or good health.” *Cult.*: the potential falsity of fine appearances and publicly upheld values (–).

*We are deceived by fair appearance* (DAP), ‘What looks good is not truly good.’ This proverb statement is an exaggeration, since we know from experience that fair appearance is not always deceitful and that ugliness is certainly not always an indication of virtue. The proverb hyperbole stresses the idea that fair appearance may often be misleading. *Cult.*: the generally false nature of fair appearance (–).

*Appearances are deceiving (deceptive)* (DAP), ‘Appearances conceal the truth.’ *Cult.*: the generally false nature of fair appearance (–).
Judge not according to appearances (Never judge from appearances) (DAP), 1526, Tyndale, New Testament, John 7:24, ‘We can’t form a truthful opinion about someone or something on the grounds of what we see.’ Cult.: the generally false nature of fair appearance (−).

Don’t judge according to appearance, but judge righteous judgment (DAP), 1526, Tyndale, New Testament, John 7:24, ‘Do not take appearances for truth, but try to form right and truthful judgments.’ Like the three biblical proverbs above, this proverb expressly warns that appearances may often be wrong and that we must do our very best to reveal the truth and to always abide by it. Cult.: right and truthful judgments (+); the generally false nature of fair appearance (−).

Don’t judge men’s wealth or piety by their Sunday appearance (DAP), 1526, Tyndale, New Testament, John 7:24, ‘Don’t make conclusions about people’s real wealth and good morals from the way they look in public.’ The image of the people in church wearing their Sunday clothes suggests conformity with the public standards and a certain degree of hypocrisy. Cult.: making true judgments about people’s wealth and morals regardless of their fair appearance in public (−).

Believe only half of what you see and nothing hear (You can only believe half of what you hear, Believe nothing you hear and half you see, Believe not half you hear, and repeat not half you believe, Don’t believe anything you hear nor half what you read) (DAP), ‘Know that the truth is often very different from what you see and what people say or write about.’ This small group of proverb variants advises us not to expect the truth from our interlocutors or from the way they behave, since they may be acting out of habit or even deliberately misleading and deceiving us. Cult.: looking for the truth beyond what we see, hear or read (+); believing fully what we see, hear or read (−).

Things are not always what they seem (DAP), ‘Truth is sometimes different from appearances. Cult.: the largely deceptive nature of appearances (−).

To appear so does not prove a thing to be really so (DAP, ‘Truth is very different from appearances.’ Cult.: the generally false nature of fair appearance (−).

Do not trust too much in an enchanting face (DAP), ‘Know that some people may have ulterior, i.e., bad, motives and inten-
tions, although they may looking charming and friendly.’ Cult.: trusting people who look charming and friendly (–).

There is no trusting to the countenance (DAP), ‘We can’t form a truthful opinion from what we see.’ Cult.: the generally false nature of fair appearance (–).

Truth lies (keeps to) at the bottom of a well (her well) (DAP), ‘The truth is hard to find but worth finding.’ The image of the well suggests cool and fresh water which might be highly prized in a situation when, for example, people are suffering from a prolonged drought. This image may also suggest something small and precious which has been accidently dropped into the well. Cult.: the difficulty of accessing some highly prized truths (–).

Don’t (Never) judge (You cannot judge (can’t tell)) a book by its cover (binding) (DAP), ‘We can’t form a truthful opinion about someone or something on the grounds of only what we see.’ The image of the book and its cover or binding suggests the idea that because the form can sometimes be very different from the content, we need to make a special effort to discover the content, which is always more important than the form and more rewarding. Cult.: the generally false nature of fair appearance (–).

The fifth leading sub-theme of the corpus, represented by 13 proverb texts with a total of 13 negative and 2 positive culturemes, expresses the twin idea of the deceptive nature of appearances and the hidden nature of truth. By means of hyperboles and various images – the glamorous appearance, the attractive book cover, the enchanting face, the fine clothes of the church-goers, the glistening precious metal – the compact core of 14 negative culturemes expressly warns how deceitful appearances may be. The two positive culturemes advise us to persevere in making correct judgments by painstakingly searching for the truth beyond what we see, hear or read. The presence of three biblical proverbs in this thematic subgroup is an indication of how important it is for people as moral beings to strive to attain truth in spite of the effort.

6. The love of truth – 13 prov./ 15 cult. (+)

Love truth for truth’s sake (DAP). Cult.: the love of truth for its own sake (+).
Buy the truth but never sell it (DAP), ‘Search for the truth and do not exchange it for anything else.’ Cult.: searching for truth and treasuring it (+).

Betray no trust; divulge no secret (DAP). Cult.: honouring trust (+); keeping other people’s secrets (+); betraying trust (−); betraying other people’s secrets (−).

Better suffer for truth than prosper by falsehood (DAP). Cult.: abiding by the truth in spite of the suffering it entails (+); [avoiding falsehood in spite of the profits it brings (−)].

Dare to be true; nothing can need a lie (DAP). Cult.: the fearless speaking of the truth (+).

Speak the truth bravely, cost as it may; hiding the wrong act is not the way (DAP). Cult.: exposing fearlessly the wrongdoers (+).

Never speak to deceive nor listen to betray (DAP). Cult.: speaking the truth (+); listening to others with good intentions (+); [deceiving people (−); trying to learn other people’s secrets and betraying them (−)].

Speak truth to power (DMP), ‘Speak the truth even to those in power.’ This proverb implies that one would need a lot of courage to defy those who are more powerful than him. Cult.: fearlessly exposing the truth before the powerful (+).

Tell the truth if it kills you (DAP), ‘Speak the truth even if this involves great risk.’ Cult.: fearlessly speaking the truth (+).

Live truth instead of professing it (DAP). Cult.: living according to the truth (+); [professing the truth but not living it (−)].

Speak the truth and embarrass the devil (Smith), ‘Tell the truth in spite of the strong temptation to conceal it.’ Presupposition: The truth is unpleasant and telling it may have some bad consequences for the person who exposes it. Cult.: overcoming one’s temptation to conceal an unpleasant truth (+); exposing the truth fearlessly (+).

Tell the truth (Come tell the truth! It takes the truth) and shame the devil (DAP). Cult.: overcoming one’s temptation to conceal an unpleasant truth (+); exposing the truth fearlessly (+). When in doubt, tell the truth (DAP). Cult.: overcoming one’s fear of telling the truth (+).

The subgroup of proverbs commenting on the love of truth occupies the sixth position in terms of semantic density in the list of thirty positions, which attests to its high cultural significance.
The love of truth is the main theme of 13 proverbs, while the number of culturemes they promote is greater – 15, and they are all positive. It is interesting to get a glimpse of the kind of love promoted so emphatically by this subgroup of proverbs. We are advised to love truth for its own sake, never to exchange it for anything else and to live it instead of only to profess it. Some proverbs advise us to speak the truth fearlessly regardless of the high cost and great risk this may involve, others advise us to overcome the temptation to conceal the truth, still others remind us to be loyal to people and never betray their secrets. This subgroup of proverbs is thus another lesson on how to be good and virtuos.

7. **The verification of truth – 12 prov. / 12 cult. (+)**

*Test (Try) before trusting (before you trust)* (DAP), ‘Before we decide to put our trust in someone, we must make sure this person is trustworthy.’ *Cult.*: testing a person before trusting him/her (+).

*Trust but verify* (DAP), ‘Before we decide to put our trust in someone, we should make sure this person is trustworthy.’ *Cult.*: testing a person before trusting him/her (+).

*Believe every man a liar until he proves himself true* (DAP). This pessimistic proverb takes the message of the two previous ones one step further by asking us to assume that all people are liars until proved innocent.’ *Cult.*: testing a person before trusting him/her (+); [believing that all people are liars (–)].

*The test (The proof) of the pudding is in the eating (lies in its eating)* (DAP), ‘In order to test the qualities of something, we need to put it to practice.’ This meaning of the proverb is confirmed by three more illustrations of its usage: “To believe that something is correct, you must observe or witness it firsthand” (P. Lawrence); “You can only say something is a success after it has been tried out or used. *I know you didn't think it was a very good product, but just look at the fantastic sales figures. That's the proof of the pudding*” (en.wiktionary.org); “The quality, effectiveness or truth of something can only be judged by putting it into action or to its intended use” (http://www.word-detective.com). *Cult.*: proving the true value of something by putting it into action or to its intended use (+).
The proof is in the pudding (DAP). The proverb is a shortened variant of the previous one. Cult.: proving the true value of something by putting it into action or to its intended use (+).

Ridicule is the test of truth (DAP). Presupposition: If something lends itself to ridicule, it is not truly good. ‘Ridicule is a good test for real value and truthfulness.’ Cult.: using ridicule as a test for proving or disproving real value and truthfulness (+).

That must be true which all men say (DAP), ‘If all people agree about something, then it should be true.’ Cult.: unanimous public opinion as the validation for the truthfulness of something (+)

Seeing is believing (DAP), ‘Nothing is true but what can be perceived by the senses.’ This empirical proverb limits the validation of truth to our sensual perception. Cult.: the validation of truth by sensual perception (+).

Seeing is believing, but touching is the truth (DAP). This proverb is an exaggerated version of the previous one. Cult.: multiple validation of truth by sensual perception (+).

A (The) tree is known by its fruit (DAP) (Matthew 12: 33, KJB), ‘The truth about someone becomes clear from his/her deeds.’ Cult.: making truthful judgements about people from their deeds.

The twelve proverbs in this subgroup contain twelve positive culturemes. They unanimously maintain that truth must be verified at all times and that we must form our judgements and opinions with great caution and after much checking. Nothing should be taken for granted and nobody should be trusted blindly. There are several ways to check truth: by putting something to the test of the senses, by comparing it to public opinion, by putting it to the test of ridicule, and by critically observing the actual deeds of a person regardless of his/her verbal declarations. The fact that one fourth of the texts are biblical shows that the idea of prudent-
ly seeking verification of the good character of others should be part of our religious and moral education.

8. The natural, unassuming and authentic behaviour – 11 prov./16 cult. = 13 (+) + 3 (–)

Act what you are and not what you aren’t (DAP), ‘Be yourself and do not dissemble.’ Cult.: authentic behaviour (+); dissembling (–).

Speak what you feel, not what you ought to (DAP), ‘Be honest, truthful and sincere in your speech instead of trying to please others.’ Presupposition: People often have to speak insincerely in order to appear tactful or diplomatic. Cult.: sincere, honest and truthful speech (+); insincere speech (–).

Be what you are. This is the first step toward becoming better than you are (TG). Cult.: authenticity as a condition for improvement (+).

It is better to be hated for what you are than to be loved for something you are not (TG). Cult.: being authentic regardless of the cost and consequences (+).

Best be yourself, imperial, plain and true! (TG). Cult.: authenticity, which is imperial, plain and true (+).

Be yourself (P.A.). Cult.: authenticity (+).

Don’t try to be someone you are not (DMP). Cult.: authenticity (+); pretending you are someone else (–).

This above all: to your own self be true (DAP). From Hamlet, Shakespeare. Cult.: authenticity (+).

To your own self be true, and it must follow, as the night the day, you cannot then be false to any man (DAP). From Hamlet, Shakespeare. Cult.: authenticity (+); honesty to others (+).

To your own self be true. You cannot then be false to any man (DAP). From Hamlet, Shakespeare. Cult.: authenticity (+); honesty to others (+).

If you aren’t what you ain’t, then you ain’t what you are (DAP). Cult.: authenticity (+); affected and pretentious dissembling (–).

The subgroup of proverbs about the natural, sincere and unaffected behaviour, which occupies the eighth position out of thirty positions on the scale, is promoted by a fairly large number of proverbs – 11, bearers of 13 positive and 4 negative culturemes. The positive ones promote authenticity, sincerity and
natural and honest behaviour describing it as a superior virtue, while the negative ones condemn and ridicule insincerity and affected pretense and dissembling.

9. **The calm, sober and realistic attitude to truth – 11 prov. / 15 cult. = 10 (+) + 5 (–)**

*The truth never shocked a man* (DAP), *Presupposition:* Some truths can be very strange, even shocking. ‘Even the strangest and most shocking truths can be accepted by people. *Cult.:* the innate human ability of accepting even the strangest and most shocking of truths (+).

*Open your eyes to the facts* (DAP), ‘Acknowledge and accept reality as it is.’ *Cult.:* acknowledging and accepting the facts as they are (+).

*Let’s face the facts and get at the root of trouble* (DAP), ‘We need to discover the real reasons for a problem in order to solve it.’ *Cult.:* finding the real reasons for a problem (+).

*Don’t believe half-truths* (DAP). *Cult.:* believing half-truths (–).

*God give me strength to face a fact though it slay me* (TG). *Presupposition:* Some truths are very hard to accept. *Cult.:* fearlessly accepting the hard facts (+).

*If it looks like a duck, walks like a duck and quacks like a duck, it’s a duck* (DMP), ‘If someone behaves in a typical way and shows all other typical characteristics, then you have every right to believe he/she is the person you think he/she really is.’ *Presupposition:* Appearances often deceive. This ridiculing proverb makes fun of the people who sometimes obstinately refuse to acknowledge an apparent fact. *Cult.:* acknowledging the obvious truth about someone or something when the evidence is there for all to see (+).

*A polecat is a polecat, no matter what you call it* (DAP). *Presupposition:* The polecat has a very bad smell. ‘An unpleasant fact cannot be made pleasant even though we use nice words to describe it.’ *Cult.:* accepting the fact that truly bad realities cannot become good even though we may use nice words to talk about them (+).

*Don’t believe that story true that ought not to be true* (DAP), ‘We should use our common sense not to believe a story which is quite obviously made up.’ *Cult.:* using our common sense to
doubt the authenticity of a clearly made up story (+); taking obviously made up stories for true (−).

*That that is, is; that that is not, is not; that that is, is not that that is not; that that is not, is not that that is* (DAP). This proverb joke ridicules the awkward and tortuous way of thinking of some foolish and naive people. *Cult.:* the “profound conviction” of some naïve and foolish people in certain blatantly obvious truths (−) / (+). The negative sign of the cultureme shows that the proverb can be used to criticize such people, while the positive sign is an indication that it can be used as a harmless joke. 

*That that is, is* (DAP). This is a shortened version of the proverb above and has the same culturemes. 

*It is just as is and ain’te no is-er* (DAP). This funny proverb synonym shares the same meaning and culturemes with the previous two proverbs.

The ninth subgroup of Anglo-American proverbs about truth promotes a sober, realistic, calm, dispassionate and disciplined attitude to the realities people deal with in their everyday lives. The number of explanatory culturemes (15) surpasses that of the proverb texts (11). The positive culturemes predominate (10 positive to 5 negative). They promote using our rational powers, common sense and truthful language to assess and describe the situations we are confronted with in our everyday lives, while the negative ones warn us not to believe half-truths and made up stories and not to deny the truths that are blatantly apparent.

**10. The benefits of truth – 10 prov. / 13 cult. = 10 (+) + 3 (−)**

*Truth is a useful idea* (DAP). *Cult.:* the usefulness of truth (+).

*The truth always pays* (DAP), ‘It is beneficial for people to be sincere, honest and principled.’ *Cult.:* the usefulness of truth (+).

*Truth is the best advocate* (DAP), ‘Truth is the best defence.’ *Cult.:* the usefulness of truth as the best defence (+).

*Truth never hurt the teller* (DAP), ‘The truthful and honest people have never suffered from telling the truth.’ This proposition has been refuted by several other proverbs which claim just the opposite, a fact which once again shows that proverbs often contradict themselves. But if the verb ‘harm’ is taken to mean ‘destroy the reputation,’ ‘make someone suffer from bad conscience,’ or ‘ruin someone’s inner peace and integrity,’ then this
proverb tells the truth. *Cult.*: the property of truth never to harm those who abide by it (+).

**The truth never hurt (never hurts anyone)** (DAP). This proverb variant has the same meaning and cultureme as the previous proverb.

**Truth, harsh though it is, is a faithful friend** (DAP), ‘Although harsh and unpleasant, truth always helps people.’ *Cult.*: the harsh and unpleasant truth, which always helps people (+).

**Truth, although (though) severe, is a true (faithful) friend** (DAP), ‘Although severe, truth always helps people.’ *Cult.*: the severe truth, which always helps people (+).

**Tell the truth; it’s easier to remember what you said** (DAP). This proverb makes fun of some people’s propensity to lie by recommending them to speak the truth as this would spare them the trouble of memorizing all their previous lies. *Cult.*: the great comforts of telling the truth (+); the great discomforts of lying (−). This proverb shares the same meaning and culturemes with two more variants, that are listed below.

**Tell the truth all the time and you won’t have to remember what you said** (DAP).

**If you tell the truth, you won’t have to remember anything** (DAP).

This proverb subgroup of 10 texts and 10 positive and 2 negative culturemes promotes the idea of the practical benefits of truth. Apart from the defence and help truth seems to guarantee, the other benefits are not described specifically. By implications these might include good reputation and inner peace, among other things. The small number of negative culturemes (3) contributes to the dynamic of the subgroup by adding the opposite idea – that lying causes great inner discomfort.

11. **The withholding and twisting of truth – 10 prov. / 10 cult.**

**If we tell untruths, no one will believe us (even) when we (do) speak the truth** (DAP). *Cult.*: lying, which causes complete and utter loss of trust in the person who repeatedly lies (−).

**There are no facts, just interpretations (of facts)** (DMP). This sarcastic twentieth-century proverb implies that today people tend to disregard facts rather than acknowledge them and tend to prefer their personal interpretations instead of the truth. *Cult.*:
the widespread general disregard of facts and the preference of personal opinions (–).

**Half is false of what you hear** (DAP). *Cult.*: the great scarcity of truth (–).

**To withhold the truth is to bury gold** (DAP). The withholding of truth is comparable to a colossal loss. *Cult.*: the colossal loss for the people from withholding the truth (–).

**Repeating a lie doesn’t make it true** (DAP). *Cult.*: the repeating of a lie, which will never make it true (–).

**Half a truth (A half-truth) is (often) a whole lie** (DAP). *Cult.*: the withholding of the whole true, which turns ito a lie (–).

**History is fiction with the truth left out** (DAP). This ironic and bitter proverb condemns the ideological and political manipulation of history. *Cult.*: the ideological and political manipulation of history (–).

**Never let facts (the truth) get in the way of (interfere with) opinions** (DMP). This sarcastic modern American proverb condemns the manipulation of facts in the service of someone. *Cult.*: the manipulation of facts in the service of someone (–).

**Opinions are like assholes (armpits) everybody’s got one (and they all stink)** (DMP). This extremely vulgar modern American proverb lashes severe criticism on the freedom of opinion, which has been completely misunderstood and abused by large masses of uneducated and morally irresponsible people. *Presupposition:* the opinions of foolish, uninformed and irresponsible people cannot be true and should not be respected. *Cult.*: the much abused freedom of personal opinion in the modern democratic society (–).

**Popular opinion is the greatest lie in the world** (DAP). This traditional eighteenth-century English proverb (first recorded in Fuller’s *Gnomologia* in 1732) blatantly condemns the falsity of popular opinion. *Cult.*: the falsity of popular opinion (–).

The group of 10 proverbs that comment on the abuse of truth with its 10 texts and 10 culturemes occupy a fairly dominant position among all proverbs about truth. Its negatively charged culturemes and the use of sarcasm reinforce the highly negative attitude to this great modern and traditional vice.
12. The noble modesty and simplicity of truth – 9 prov. / 9 cult. (+)

Beauty, like truth, is never so glorious as when it goes plainest (DAP). Cult.: the modest glory of simple and plain truth (+).

Plain words make the most ornamental speeches (DAP). ‘The simple, plain and truthful speech of the orator (speaker) is his true mastery. Cult.: the orator’s skill, which consists in speaking clearly, plainly, truthfully, and to the point (+).

Truth is simple, requiring neither study nor art (DAP). Cult.: the simplicity of truth (+).

If any man seek for greatness, let him forget greatness and seek truth (DAP). This literal proverb encourages us to prefer the greatness of truth to any other type of greatness. Cult.: the simple greatness of truth (+).

Nothing is more simple than greatness; indeed, to be simple is to be great (DAP). This literal proverb compares true greatness to being simple. Cult.: true greatness, which consists in being simple (+).

The greatest truths are the simplest, and so are the greatest men (DAP). Cult.: the simplicity of great men and great truths (+).

The expression of truth is simplicity (DAP). Cult.: simplicity as an expression of greatness (+).

Simplicity is truth’s most becoming garb (DAP). ‘Truth must be simple and modest.’ Cult.: the simplicity and modesty of truth (+).

The most useful truths are the plainest (DAP). Cult.: the most useful truths, which are the plainest (+).

This proverb subgroup with an equal number of texts and positive culturemes (9) puts across the idea of the modesty and simplicity of truth. Such qualities make truth noble, magnificent and great. The subgroup implies that striving for complexity is not worthwhile. Truth should be clear, simple, natural and easy to understand.
13. The naïve, open and sincere people (children, idiots, drunkards, fools) who speak the truth – 7 prov. / 7 cult. (+)

*If you want the truth, ask a child (go to a child or a fool)* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of children and fools to always speak the truth (+).

*Children and fools speak (tell) the truth* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of children and fools to always speak the truth (+).

*Fools and children cannot lie* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of children and fools to always speak the truth (+).

*Children and crazy people speak the truth* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of children and fools to always speak the truth (+).

*Children and drunkards speak the truth* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of children and drunkards to always speak the truth (+).

*Mad folks and proverbs reveal many truths* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of idiots and proverbs to always tell the truth (+).

*Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings come great truths* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of little children to always speak the truth (+).

The thirteenth subgroup of 7 proverb variants and synonyms, whose 7 culturemes are all positive, conveys the idea of the propensity of immature and naïve people (infants, children, fools, idiots, drunkards) as well as of the proverbs to always tell the truth. No explanation is given why this should be so. Such people are neither well educated nor mature, nor are they better informed than the rest or highly respected in their communities. What seems to unite them all is their sincerity, openness, naiveté and simplicity.

14. The prudent and cautious use of truth – 7 prov. / 7 cult. (–)

*Follow not truth too near the heels lest it dash out your teeth* (DAP). ‘We shouldn’t be too loyal to truth at all times, since this may be ruinous to us.’ *Cult.*: the bad consequences of our passionate attachment to truth (–).

*He who follows truth too closely will have dirt kicked in his face.* (DAP), ‘We shouldn’t be too loyal to truth at all times, since this may attract great hatred.’ The image of the dirt kicked into someone’s face invokes the association of a ruined public
image. *Cult.*: the bad consequences to our public image as a result of our passionate attachment to truth (–).

**Men who tell you almost nothing but the truth tell you almost nothing** (DAP). *Presupposition*: The complete truth about a case requires more than just the bare facts: we need the history of the problem, knowledge of the parties concerned, attitudes, assumptions, emotions and other indirect information to get a complete picture of the case and form a truthful opinion. ‘The people who do not supply additional information about a case but only state facts do not contribute to revealing the truth.’ *Cult.*: the upholding of indirect information when trying to reveal the truth about a case (–).

**Always tell the truth, but don’t always be telling the truth** (DAP). *Presupposition*: People cannot endure too much truth. ‘It is not prudent to always speak the truth; truth should be told with great caution.’ *Cult.*: telling the truth bluntly and at all times (–).

**All truths (The truth) must not be told (is not to be spoken) at all times** (DAP). *Presupposition*: People cannot endure too much truth. ‘It is not prudent to always speak the truth; truth should be told with great caution.’ *Cult.*: telling the truth blatantly and at all times (–).

**The truth cannot always be told** (DAP). *Presupposition*: People cannot endure too much truth. ‘It is not prudent to always speak the truth; truth should be told with great caution.’ *Cult.*: telling the truth blatantly and at all times (–).

A truth that’s told with bad intent beats all the lies you can invent (DAP). *Cult.*: telling the truth, but with a bad intention (–).

The fourteenth subgroup of Anglo-American proverbs of truth deals with one additional attitude to truth – caution and measure. These texts warn us to abstain from telling the truth when this is not practicable. Compared to the much larger group of proverbs that encourage the love of truth with its 13 proverbs and 15 positive culturemes, the message conveyed by the proverbs in this subgroup, which is twice as small (7 proverbs and 7 negative culturemes), is not as forceful. Some of the texts explain why people should be prudent when handling the truth: their public image may suffer, or they may not be telling the truth in the right way (which is telling the whole truth, and acting from good intentions only).
15. The pain caused by truth – 6 prov. / 6 cult. = 1 (+) + 5 (–)

*The truth (often, always) hurts* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of truth to cause pain (–).

*It's the truth that hurts* (DAP). *Cult.*: the propensity of truth to cause pain (–).

*The truth doesn't hurt until it ought to* (DAP). *Presupposition.*

Some people do not want to feel the pain of the unpleasant truth about themselves. ‘Truth should be accepted calmly, but some people get truly hurt when they learn the unpleasant truth about themselves.’ *Cult.*: the inability of some people to endure the unpleasant truth about themselves (–).

*The sting of a reproach is the truth of it* (DAP). *Cult.*: the painful truth of the honest reproach (–).

*Truth tastes (is) bitter* (DAP). ‘Truth is unpleasant and hurts.’ *Cult.*: the unpleasant and hurtful truth (–).

*Truth and (like) roses have thorns (about them)* (DAP). The rose is traditionally considered as the most superb member of the plant kingdom. The image of the rose suggests nobleness and magnificence. ‘Truth is beautiful and noble but hurtful.’ *Cult.*: the magnificent and noble but hurtful truth (–).

The much smaller fifteenth subgroup of Anglo-American proverbs of truth (including 6 texts and 6 negative culturemes) deals with the hurtful nature of truth. The proverbs describe truth as butter and painful, but also as healing, noble and magnificent.

16. The roadblocks to truth – 5 prov. / 5 cult. (–)

*Sudden trust brings sudden repentance* (DAP). ‘When we imprudently place our trust in an unreliable person, we are bound to be bitterly disappointed.’ *Cult.*: the bad consequences of placing our trust imprudently in an unreliable person (–).

*Passion is ever the enemy of truth.* (DAP: 451). *Cult.*: passion as the enemy of truth (–).

*When money speaks, truth keeps his mouth shut (keeps silent)* (DAP). ‘When someone receives a bribe, he/she conceals the truth.’ *Cult.*: the bribe, which makes people conceal the truth (–).

*Between wrangling and disputing truth is lost* (DAP). *Cult.*: the wrangling and disputing, which always destroy truth (–).

*If a fool is associated with a wise man all his life, he will perceive the truth as little as a spoon perceive the taste of soup.*
(DAP). Cult.: the utter inability of the fool to perceive and appreciate truth (–).

This small thematic subgroup in the sixteenth position, made up of 5 texts and 5 negative culturemes, informs about some of the most widespread impediments to truth in American society: the placing of our trust in persons who don’t deserve it, corruption and bribery, high emotions instead of cool reason, bitter wrangling instead of impartial discussions and instructive conversations, and foolishness and stupidity.

17. The unquestionable objectiveness of truth – 4 prov. / 4 cult. = 2 (+) + 2 (–)
Repeating a lie doesn’t make it true (DAP). Presupposition: When a lie is repeated many times, people get used to it and begin perceiving it as true. Cult.: the repeating of a lie, which however will never make it true (–).
Mere assertion is no proof (DAP). Cult.: the untruthful assertion (–).
There are three sides to every story your side, my side, and the right side (DAP). Cult.: The existence of an objective and truthful side to every situation (+).
There is your way, my way, and the right way (DAP). Cult.: The existence of an objective and truthful side to every situation (+)

The seventeenth thematic subgroup covers four texts with two pairs of differently charged culturemes. It conveys the idea of the unquestionable reality of truth, which can be seen in the existence of a truthful side to every situation in life. Truth does not depend on assertions or on repeating a statement many times. It is independent of our plans, desires and emotions.

18. The ways to attaining truth – 3 prov. / 3 cult. (+)
Discussion is the anvil upon which the spark of truth is struck (DAP) Cult.: discussion is a condition for truth (+).
Adversity is the first path to truth (DAP). Cult.: misery and suffering, which help people attain truth (+).
Where doubt is, truth is (DAP). This proverb envisages critical thinking. Cult.: healthy skepticism as part of critical thinking, which is a sure road to truth (+).

According to the three texts that make up the eighteenth subgroup and their three positive culturemes there are three ways (not to mention others) of attaining truth: unbiased discussion
and robust skepticism, related to critical thinking, and life itself with its tragedies, betrayals, trials and tribulations.

19. **Adversaries and truth – 3 prov. / 3 cult. (+)**

   *Truth may sometimes come out of the devil’s mouth* (DAP). This proverb hyperbole implies that even wicked people can sometimes help others learn the truth. *Cult.:* wicked people who can sometimes help others learn the truth (+).

   *Truth is truth, though spoken by an enemy* (DAP). *Cult.:* wicked people who can sometimes help others learn the truth (+).

   *If you want to hear the whole truth about yourself, anger your neighbor* (DAP). *Presupposition:* When you provoke your neighbor consciously, he/she may get angry and “spill the beans”, i.e., tell an unpleasant truth about you that has been spared you by your friends or dear ones since it may hurt you. *Cult.:* provoking someone to tell us something bad but true about us (+).

20. **Truth as a deeply ingrained thirst for the unknown – 3 prov. / 3 cult. (+)**

   *Faith is inward truth daring the unknown* (DAP). *Cult.:* truth as the inner drive that makes us strive to discover the unknown (+).

   *All things are false and yet the heart is true* (DAP). *Cult.:* the heart as the only source of truth in this false and corrupt world (+).

   *Principle is a passion for truth and right.* (DAP). *Cult.:* our principles as the passionate yearning for truth and justice (+).

   The three proverbs in this subgroup and their positive culturemes affirm the real source for truth: the human heart, soul and will to seek and discover knowledge, truth and justice.

21. **The absence of truth – 2 prov. / 2 cult. (–)**

   *Peace without truth is poison* (Smith). *Cult.:* the bad and false peace, which is worse than war (–).

   *All fails where truth fails* (DAP). *Cult.:* the ultimate self-destruction of liars and anything that is not built on truth (is fake) (–).

   This pair of proverbs and their negative culturemes warn that falsity and deception are ultimately doomed. The imminent self-destruction of false relations, institutions and people is but a question of time.
22. The relativity of truth – 2 prov. / 2 cult. (–)

Truth is the daughter of time (DAP). ‘Truth changes with the times and the political regimes.’ Presupposition: We expect truth to be constant and unchanging. Cult.: the instability of truth (–).

There is no standard for truth; we cannot even agree on the meaning of words (DAP). Presupposition: We expect truth to be constant and unchanging. Cult.: the relativity of truth (–).

This pair of proverbs warns that truth is not reliable; it changes with the times and regimes which makes communication impossible.

23. The miraculousness of truth – 2 prov. / 2 cult. (+)

Truth is stranger than fiction (DAP). Byron’s proverbial sentence points to a most surprising feature of truth: that it is even more strange, unusual and miraculous than the most fantastic story, poem or picture. Cult.: the miraculousness of truth (+).

If something sounds too good to be true, then it probably is (DAP). Cult.: the miraculousness of truth (+).

The twenty third position on the scale is occupied by two proverbs that affirm the surprising miraculousness of reality and truth.

24. Language and proverbs as the medium of truth – 2 prov. / 2 cult. (+)

Language is the vehicle of truth (DAP). Cult.: language as the medium of truth (+).

Mad folks and proverbs reveal many truths. (DAP). Cult.: proverbs as the medium of truth (+); [mad people as the vehicle of truth (+)].

The subgroup on the twenty fourth position with its two texts and two positive culturemes affirms the idea that language and proverbs are specifically created to serve as vehicles for truth.

25. The failure of some people to understand truth – 2 prov. / 3 cult. (–)

Doubt him who serves the truth of a thing (DAP). Cult.: the fanatical person who focuses all his energy on one limited fragment of the truth (–).

Folks like the truth that hits their neighbor (DAP). Cult.: the misunderstood love of truth (–); the hatred of one’s neighbour (–).
This small subgroup of two proverbs deals with some of the ways people abuse truth because they fail to understand it properly.

26. The joke as a form of truth – 2 prov. / 3 cult. = 2 (+) + 1 (-)

*There’s many a true word said in jest (Many a true word has been spoken in jest)* (DAP). Often some unpleasant truths are disguised as jokes to become more palatable. *Cult.:* the telling of some unpleasant truths in the form of a joke (+).

_**Truth struggles in strange places and often slumbers in a joke.**_ (DAP), ‘Truth survives with great difficulty in some environments where it has to take the shape of a joke.’ *Cult.:* the difficult existence of truth among some people (-); the joke as a vehicle of truth (+).

This subgroup of two texts and three culturemes puts across the idea that truth, especially when it is unpleasant, can sometimes take the form of a joke.

27. The untruthful and dishonest persons – 2 prov. / 2 cult. = 2 (-)

*The truth itself is not believed from those who often have deceived* (DAP). *Cult.:* the inability of liars to believe honest people (-).

_**Truth gives a short answer, but lies go round about**_ (DAP). *Cult.:* telling the truth and talking to the point (+); obfuscating the truth (-).

This small thematic group describes the dishonest person. Such a person would never speak to the point and will be suspicious of everybody.

28. Putting limits to truth – 1 prov. / 1 cult. (-)

*To define a truth is to limit its scope.* The act of defining a truth is equal to imposing limits on it. *Presupposition:* Truth is inherently limitless and has no boundaries. *Cult.:* the defining of the inherently boundless truth, which results in limiting it (-).

29. The need of truth to be shared – 1 prov. / 1 cult. (+)

*It takes two to speak truth: (one to speak and another to hear)* (DAP). *Presupposition:* If truth is not shared, it may disappear (die). *Cult.:* the need of truth to be shared (+).
30. The supremacy of the individual over truth – 1 prov. / 1 cult. (+)

It is not truth that makes man great, but man that makes truth great (DAP). Cult.: man (the human being), who is the only one that can make a truth great, and not the other way round (+).

Linguocultural Synthesis of the Thematic Proverb Hypertext ‘Truth’

The hypertext of Anglo-American proverbs about truth amounts to 211 sentences and 240 culturemes of which 170 are positive and 71 are negative (their ratio is approximately 70 to 30 percent). The marked prevalence of positive culturemes attests to the predominantly positive appraisal of truth as such in the Anglo-American proverb system and culture. The number of texts that make up this group (211) places it in the fifth leading position in the American axiosphere after God (430 texts), The World and Society (419 texts), the Human Being (369 texts) and Nature (232 texts); other typical but less pronounced themes that loom large in the American axiosphere are Happiness (135 texts), Children (72 texts) and Freedom (52 texts). We can see that Truth is almost as important as Nature.

The subject content of the Truth proverb hypertext is extremely varied and rich. As we have seen from the analysis, the subthemes range from The invincibility and endurance of truth, The absolute value of truth, The truthful person, and the Empirical character of truth, which are at the top of the scale and are represented by 24, 17, 14 and 14 texts respectively, down to three topics represented by a single proverb. In between are distributed twenty three more topics in declining order: The hidden nature of truth (13), The love of truth (13), The verification of truth (12), The natural and sincere behaviour (11), The sober attitude to truth (11), The benefits of truth (10), The withholding of truth (10), The noble simplicity of truth (9), The naive and simple people (7), The cautious use of truth (7), The pain caused by truth (6), The roadblocks to truth (5), The objectiveness of truth (4), The ways to attain truth (3), Adversaries and truth (3), Truth as a deeply ingrained thirst for knowledge (3), The absence of truth (2), The relativity of truth (2), The miracle of truth (2), Language and proverbs as the medium of truth (2), The failure to understand truth properly (2), The joke as a form
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of truth (2), The dishonest persons (2), Putting limits to truth (1), The need for truth to be shared (1), and The supremacy of the human being to truth (1). The titles of the topics seem to exhaust the enormous diversity of the subject content of truth as perceived by many generations of Americans of all ages and from all walks of life. Truth is presented from a wide range of perspectives: philosophical, pragmatic, religious, moral, historical, psychological, romantic, rationalistic, empiricist, artistic, linguistic, social, humorous, sarcastic. The key topics with the greatest semantic density emphasize the absolute value of truth, its endurance and invincibility and praise highly the honest and principled person. The religious (biblical) texts occupy a small part in the hypertext and all belong to the New Testament. The rationalistic, empirical perception of truth is seen in its relatedness to fact, observation, validation, dispassionate logic, skepticism and critical thinking. These accents in the semantics of the hypertext can be explained with the powerful and enduring influence of the Enlightenment on the English language and through it on American culture in general (we know that the framers of the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitutions, which together with the Bible are the most sacred texts in American history that have shaped several generations of writers, educators and statesmen, were steeped in the tradition of the European Enlightenment). To this should be added that the sources of many of the proverbs also point to the Enlightenment.

This study of this thematic fragment of Anglo-American proverbs clearly demonstrates the influence of the rationalistic and empiricist tradition, a direct legacy from the European Enlightenment, on the Anglo-American proverb system, a tradition that has shaped to a large extent the axiosphere of the American mindset and worldview.

Notes
1 Across the Pacific, in Australia, Anna Wierzbicka, coined a similar term – key words (cf. Wierzbicka 1997).
2 The author of this article, while belonging to the “Western civilization” in terms of her English-language educational background and writing, in terms of her origin (Bulgarian) belongs to its Eastern Orthodox branch and more specifically to
its Balkan variety, which, because of its precarious existence in the course of millennia at the turbulent crossroads between the Greek and Roman Antiquity and the ancient cultures in the East, Christianity, Judaism, Islam and diverse polytheistic cults, the Slavonic, Germanic and Steppe/Nomadic cultures, and more recently, Western European civilization, Communism and Globalism, has been subject to multiple influences of widely different and often contradictory nature. This has helped form an enormously complex outlook on life shared by many people who inhabit this part of the world, which inevitably reflects on the author’s way of thinking and feeling about the topic under discussion.

3 For a clear and systematic overview of the logical approaches to language, see Kazia M. Jaszczolt’s article “Linguistics and philosophy” in Keith Allan’s (ed.) *The Routledge Handbook of Linguistics* (2016). This article traces the long and distinguished history of this approach in Western philosophical thought.

4 After his expulsion from Russia by Lenin, Berdyaev lived first for a short time in Germany and then for more than two decades in France, where he wrote and published his most mature philosophical works.

5 For a concise explanation of Advaita see the extensive article *Advaita Vedanta* in Wikipedia on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advaita_Vedanta. In summary (very crude), by Advaita, among other things, is meant the direct realization of the self through a process of self-knowledge called by its founder Vivekananda immediate intuition. Advaita is different from the Western-style process of knowing in that it removes the duality between subject and object (i.e., the knower “merges” with the “known”).

6 Cf. also Lobanova (2013).

7 In linguoculturology, precedent texts as part of the large body of precedent phenomena characterizing a culture are the texts that have helped shape this culture. They may include traditional texts, historical documents, folk narratives, poems and lyrics, jokes and anecdotes, but also mini-texts like proverbs, sayings and phraseological units. These texts are generally well-known and greatly admired and loved by the majority of the people (cf. Petrova and Denizov 2014a).

8 In philosophical terms, the axiosphere of a culture is the system of values that is its distinctive characteristic and most fundamental part (Hart 1971; Belyaeva 2009; Vyzhletsov 2000; Hofstede, Hofstede, and Minkov 2010). It is the unity of the sacrall and the profane, the continual and the discrete, and the immanent and the transcendent of this culture (Taranova 2004: 143).
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